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 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS AFFECTING THE ACCURACY
 
AND PRECISION OF ATOMIC ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS
 
INTRODUCTION
 
Since its inception in 1955 (1), atomic absorption (AA) has grown
 
to be one of the most powerful tools available to the analytical
 
chemist, especially for trace metal analysis (2, 3).  Aqueous solutions
 
can be analyzed directly, and through relatively simple digestive
 
schemes (4, 5, 6) the metal content of geological as well as biological
 
or clinical samples can be determined.  Recently, with the advent of
 
the carbon rod and other non-flame atomization techniques (7) even
 
lower detection limits are available for many samples which were not
 
amenable to analysis by flame methods without preconcentration steps.
 
Flame AA has become a workhorse technique because of its wide applica­
bility, its ease and relative low cost in terms of both capital and
 
operational costs, its simplicity and speed, the low number of signifi­
cant interferences, both spectral and chemical, and the relatively
 
high degree of precision possible with this technique (8, 9, 10).
 
Imprecision in an analysis can arise from many sources.  For
 
example, the sampling step in the field can lead to better than a 20%
 
relative standard deviation (RSD) (11), due to sample inhomogeneities.
 
The preparation and handling of the sample can lead to gross errors,
 
especially when dealing with trace elements (12).  Standardization (13)
 
as well as the ancillary equipment (14) can lead to sources of error,
 
both determinant and random, though the errors usually can be held to
 
a few tenths percent RSD.  Ultimately, the instrument itself may limit
 
the precision of the analysis if the proper care is taken in the
 
sampling and preparation steps.
 
In many applications  (e.g., environmental monitoring), a RSD of
 
a few percent is acceptable.  However in certain routine quality
 
control applications where sampling and sample preparation imprecision
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can be minimized, there is the need for high measurement precision.
 
Thus it is useful to consider what must be done to reduce measurement
 
precision to the 0.1% level  which approaches the limit of the
 
ancillary equipment (14).
 
Factors which affect the precision and accuracy of flame AA
 
include those which affect any analytical method based on absorption
 
of light by an analyte.  These are fluctuations in the source intensity,
 
in the sample cell characteristics, and in the instrumentation employed
 
for acquisition and processing of signals into a form useful to the
 
analyst.
 
Fluctuations in the source will be related to the source used,
 
of course; and in atomic absorption today, the most commonly used
 
source is the hollow cathode lamp.  Low frequency "flickering" and
 
drifts as well as the fluctuations due to the quantized nature of light
 
are apparent in any source.
 
The cell, for flame AA, is the flame itself.  Here the sample is
 
desolvated, vaporized, dissociated and then atomized.  All of these
 
steps are discontinuous, and the degree and rate of these processes
 
will vary with time and position.  Factors which affect these steps
 
and the solution delivery rate to the flame will therefore affect
 
the observed RSD of the measurement.  Fluctuations in flame stoichi­
ometry, gas flow rates, and the volume element of the flame observed
 
would be expected to affect the precision.  The precision would also
 
be affected by fluctuations in signals not related to the source
 
such as flame background emission and analyte emission.
 
Finally, the characteristics of the readout method used as well
 
as the way that the signal is amplified and processed can add noise
 
and increase imprecision.  All of these factors must be considered if
 
a definitive description of the sources of random error and their
 
relative effects is to be made.
 
In spite of the wide application and importance of the technique,
 
most of the early work done on the precision of AA measurements was at
 
concentrations near the detection limit (15, 16) (definitely not the
 
region of choice for an analyst).  More recently work has been
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directed toward prediction of the precision at any absorbance, though
 
usually only an empirical equation or graph is reported (17, 18, 19).
 
The most recent work carried out in this laboratory (20, 21) and
 
reported in this thesis is concerned with specifically identifying
 
all potential noise sources and quantitatively measuring the magnitude
 
of the corresponding noises so that the relative contribution of each
 
type of noise to the total noise can be determined.  An equation is
 
developed which takes into account all noise sources and reveals how
 
precision varies with concentration and instrumental variables.  Know­
ledge of how the RSD or signal to noise ratio (S /N) varies with
 
concentration and with instrumental conditions will allow the analyst
 
to select the optimal concentration range and to select instrumental
 
conditions so that the instrument is used to its full potential.
 
A procedure is given which involves measurement and evaluation
 
of instrumental variables and noise parameters so that theoretical
 
calculations can be made.  The net result of the procedure is that the
 
relative contribution of the potential noise sources can be identified.
 
The validity of theoretical calculations is established by comparison
 
to the precision experimentally measured over a large absorbance range
 
for twenty-one common elements.  The data from many elements reveal
 
relationships among the elements and their precision characteristics
 
so that reasonable predictions about measurement precision can be
 
made even for elements which have not been analyzed.  A wavelength
 
dependence is noted which is useful for grouping the elements according
 
to their precision characteristics.
 
Instrumental variables such as the lamp current, slit width, and
 
flame stoichiometry are treated from a S/N ratio standpoint, and
 
S/N optimization is compared to simple signal optimization, which is
 
the usual procedure.  Although a great deal of optimization data is
 
available in the literature (22), this work allows one to view the
 
variables in terms of a unified theory which incorporates the inter­
dependence of the variables.
 
The dominant source of noise over a good portion of the analyti­
cally useful concentration range is usually some form of fluctuation in
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the analyte population viewed and is denoted analyte flicker noise.
 
About a 1% RSD for one-second integration periods is found to be a
 
useful norm for this flicker noise.  A brief examination of flame
 
atomic emission and atomic fluorescence indicate that for these methods
 
well above the detection limit, measurement precision is also limited
 
by analyte flicker noise.
 
Finally, noise power spectra of the individual sources of noise
 
are presented.  These spectra reveal the frequency dependence of the
 
different noises, and allow one to judge logically the effects of the
 
various modulation approaches, frequency bandpasses, and integration
 
times.  This allows the researcher to predict which instrument
 
modifications will be of the most value in reducing the overall RSD
 
of the analysis and for which concentration ranges these modifications
 
will be the most significant.
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BACKGROUND
 
Introduction
 
A review of the AA literature indicates that the topic of
 
precision in AA has been mostly ignored.  During the first decade after
 
the development of AA most of the emphasis was naturally directed
 
toward establishing its applicability, identifying the interferences,
 
and improving sensitivities and detection limits.  The theoretical
 
work which related to the precision thus dealt largely with absorbances
 
or concentrations near the detection limit.  At the forefront in this
 
work was J. D. Winefordner's group (16, 23).
 
In the last decade it has become more common for researchers or
 
instrument manufacturers to report RSD's for concentrations well above
 
the detection limit.  Only a few papers have reported how the RSD
 
varies with absorbance over a large absorbance range, have identified
 
the main noise sources, or have related the variables in AA to the
 
observed fluctuations in the signal.  These papers range from the
 
almost entirely empirical work of Roos (17, 24, 25) to the almost
 
entirely theoretical work of Winefordner (16, 23) or Ingle  (26).  This
 
thesis will be based largely upon the work of Ingle.
 
Precision Terminology
 
Before reviewing in detail the previous work on the precision of
 
AA measurements, it will prove useful to define the  terminology preva-

The very
 lent in the field of precision of instrumental measurements.
 
word 'precision' itself is subject to more than one definition, but in
 
this paper it will be taken to be synonymous with the inverse of the
 
relative standard deviation (RSD).  In other words, as the precision
 
improves, the RSD will get smaller.  The RSD is taken to be the standard
 
deviation (a) of a signal divided by the mean (x) of the signal, where
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both the mean and standard deviation are calculated from the usual
 
formulas:
 
2 
xi  E  (x, - x) 
2 ­ X =  and  a (1) n - I
 
A precision plot will refer to graphical representations of the
 
dependence of the RSD on the signal.  Usually in this work it will be
 
a plot of the RSD in the absorbance (aA/A) versus the absorbance (A).
 
This method of plotting is most useful for comparisons between the
 
various sources of noise in instruments.  More useful to many practicing
 
analysts will be plots of the RSD in the concentration (ac/c) versus
 
the concentration (c), as this will allow immediate selection of the
 
optimal concentration range.
 
Noise Terminology
 
Noise is defined in signal processing as the fluctuation in the
 
desired signal and often limits the precision of spectrometric measure­
ments.  The larger the noise, the less the certainty with which the
 
mean of the signal may be determined.  The magnitude of noise is
 
quantitatively evaluated as the root-mean-square noise and is equal
 
to the standard deviation in the signal.  The type and character of a
 
given type of noise can be classified in many ways.  Just as there are
 
two categories of error in any measurement, there are two categories
 
of noise; random or stochastic  and systematic.  The magnitude of
 
random noise at a given moment can not be predicted and only the rms
 
magnitude over a long time can be estimated using probability
 
statistics.
 
The systematic or interference noises are generally due to
 
parasitic coupling to other components and signals and often have a
 
characteristic frequency.  The magnitude and phase of these noise
 
sources can be predicted with sufficient knowledge of their cause.  The
 
most common example is the 'ripple' obtained from poor filtering of the
 
line frequency, which results in a 60 Hz fluctuation in a measured
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signal.  The harmonics of 60 Hz may also pass through the filtering
 
system.  The interference noises might also be quite complicated.
 
For example, if they are due to 'cross-talk' between channels of a
 
digital line of communication, the total noise has no fixed character­
istic frequency.
 
A noise power spectrum characterizes the average magnitude of
 
As shown in figure 1, it
 
The amplitude or noise power
 
the noise as a function of the frequency.
 
is a plot of amplitude versus frequency.
 
(P(f)) is often expressed in units of V2/Hz or V/Vffi.  The noise power
 
spectrum of the output signal from an instrument yields valuable
 
information about the types of noise that are limiting over the
 
frequency bandpass used for the instrument.  The noise power spectrum
 
in figure 1  is due to the sum of three distinct types of noise.
 
A spike at one frequency or a narrow band of frequencies as
 
shown in figure 1  is characteristic of systematic noise.  The rest of
 
the noise power spectrum of figure 1  is due to random noise and its
 
The frequency and phase of
 amplitude is finite over a broad range.
 
Random noise can be
 random noise is random with respect to time.
 
either fundamental and due to the particle nature  of light and matter
 
or non-fundamental and due to imperfect instrumentation.
 
White noise is random noise with a flat noise power  spectrum so
 
Fundamental noises
 the magnitude of P(f) is independent of frequency.
 
are white.  The most common are Johnson noise in resistors due to the
 
random thermal motion of electrons and shot noise  due to the particle
 
nature of matter and light (27, 28).  In optical spectroscopy shot
 
Quantum
 noise is a sum of quantum noise and secondary emission noise.
 
noise is noise due to the random arrival rate of photons  at the photo­
cathode of the photomultiplier and the random emission of the
 
Secondary emission noise is due
 photoelectrons from the photocathode.
 
to the random process of secondary emission in a photomultiplier chain
 
In flame atomic spectroscopy, there is shot noise
 which produces gain.
 
in the lamp signal, the analyte emission signal,  the analyte fluorescence
 
The rms shot noise in any signal
 signal, and the dark current signal.
 
is proportional to the square root of the signal (26).
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Figure 1	  Noise Power Spectrum Demonstrating Frequency Dependence of
 
Various Types of Noise.
 
Solid line due to 1/f noise limited cases, usually "flicker"
 
limited.
 
Broken line due to the frequency independent or white
 
noises, usually referred to as "shot noise" limited.
 
Dotted line is an example of a noise "spike" due to a
 
systematic noise at a given frequency, such as an harmonic
 
of the line frequency.
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Random non-fundamental noise will be referred to as flicker
 
noise in this research.  It is also called excess noise or proportional
 
noise by some authors.  Usually in spectroscopic systems, flicker
 
noise is 1/f in character, as shown in figure 1, and is often referred
 
to as pink noise.  The amplitude of the noise is greater at lower
 
frequencies and the noise power is proportional to  l/fn, where n > 0.
 
Usually the rms flicker noise is proportional to the signal and hence
 
flicker noise is more obvious in higher light level situations.  The
 
magnitude of flicker noise must be evaluated empirically.  Shot noise
 
can be distinguished from flicker noise by the shape of the noise power
 
spectra or by the dependence of the rms noise on the signal magnitude.
 
Flicker noise is observable in the signals from most light sources.  In
 
tungsten lamps it may be due to filament motipn, in arc lamps due to
 
arc wander, and in hollow cathodes due to variations in  sputtering with
 
respect to time.  In atomic spectroscopy the flame also gives rise to
 
various flicker noises.
 
The frequency bandpass of the instrument determines the amount of
 
noise observed.  It should be obvious that the rms noise or a is given
 
by (27)
 
(2)
 a =  P(f) H(f) df1112
 
where P(f) is the noise amplitude in V2/Hz and H(f) is the transfer
 
function of the instrument electronics which can vary from 0 to 1.  For
 
the low pass filtering networks used in most instruments and for this
 
work, H(f) = 1 at 0 and low frequencies and decreases to 0 at  higher
 
frequencies.
 
H(f) is determined by the conglomerate of resistances (R),
 
capacitances (C), and inductances (L) used in the signal processing
 
network or by the time over which the signal is averaged  in an integra­
tion system.  The frequency bandpass is usually defined as the frequency
 
at which the output signal from the signal processing  network is 3 db
 
less than the input signal (assuming unity gain), or H(f) is 3 db below
 
1.  A db is equal to 20 log(Eout/Ein) so that at the cutoff frequency (fo)
 
the amplitude has been reduced to 71% of its original value.  How fast
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a filter cuts off beyond fc is dependent on the complexity of the
 
filter.  For a simple RC filter (parallel combination of a resistor
 
and capacitor), fc =  1/(2711C) and the rolloff is 6 db/octave.  On
 
many instruments, increasing the damping constant or time constant
 
increases RC and hence reduces the cutoff frequency or frequency
 
bandpass which attenuates more higher frequency noise components.
 
The noise equivalent bandpass Af is defined as
 
(14(f))2 df  (3)
 
and represents the bandpass of a filter as with an infinitely sharp
 
cutoff.  For a simple low pass filter Af = 1/4RC and for integrated
 
signals Af = 1/2t where t is the integration time.  For white noise
 
P(f) is independent of the frequency and can be pulled out of the
 
integral in equation 2 so that
 
a = (P(f)) 0)112  (4)
 
Thus for white noises the dependence of a on of can be predicted.
 
Changing the integration time or time constant from one to ten seconds
 
will reduce the rms noise by a factor of in" = 3.2.  For l/f noise the
 
The
 dependence of P(f) on of must be experimentally determined.
 
decrease in the rms noise with decreasing Af will be less than with
 
white noise because the noise amplitude increases with decreasing
 
frequency.
 
The total rms noise observed in the output signal from a spectro­
meter is a combination of all potential random and systematic noises.
 
If all noises are independent the total rms noise is  the square root of
 
the sum of the squares of the noises.  For shot noise, the distribution
 
is Poisson.  When a sum of different noises is measured, the distribu­
tion of the sum is Normal as predicted by the Central Limit Theorem (29).
 
In Ingle's work, which is discussed thoroughly at the end of
 
this section, all the independent potential sources of noise are
 
These will be briefly identified below so the work of
 identified.
 
previous researchers can be identified in the context of terminology
 
used in this work, even though there may not be an exact one-to-one
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correspondence between the meanings of the words used here and by other
 
researchers.
 
The sources of noise relating to the lamp radiation signal
 
passing through the flame are signal shot noise, (a fundamental noise
 
due to the quantized nature of light), lamp or source flicker noise
 
(a non-fundamental noise due to excess fluctuations in the lamp signal),
 
and flame transmission noise (a non-fundamental noise due to the
 
fluctuating transmission properties of the flame).
 
Sources of noise independent of the lamp and flame are the dark
 
current noise from the photomultiplier, amplifier noise, and readout
 
or quantization noise.  The flame-nebulization system gives rise to the
 
following noises:  flame background emission noise (noise due to
 
fluctuation line and continuum background of the flame), analyte
 
emission noise (fundamental and non-fundamental fluctuations in the
 
analyte emission signal), and analyte absorption noise (a non-

fundamental noise due to the fluctuating absorbing properties of the
 
analyte).  It is also possible to have analyte fluorescence noise due
 
to fluctuations in the analyte fluorescence signal.
 
Review of Previous Work on Precision in AA
 
In 1963, Lang and Hermann (15) identified flame transmission and
 
lamp (shot and flicker together) noise, and in 1964 Winefordner
 
suggested dark current and signal shot noise, flame emission noise, and
 
source flicker noise would be significant for AA  (16).  Lang was
 
interested in improving the S/N by reducing the flame transmission
 
flicker, and his calculations demonstrated that the use of a mirror
 
for reflecting the light back through the flame (cell) so as to increase
 
the absorbance would not result in an improvement in the S/N.
 
Winefordner (15) concludes that the major limiting noise near the
 
detection limit is source flicker noise.
 He does not find either
 
emission or fluorescence related noises to be significant near the
 
detection limit.  In a later paper (30) he does find that the
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electrometer noise may be significant and assumes it to be white
 
(frequency independent).
 
In 1969 Roos' first paper on precision and error functions in
 
AA appeared (24).  He noted that many researchers, if they worried
 
about precision at all, were still predicting the lowest RSD at
 
0.4343 absorbance units as is predicted by the Ringborn-Ayres curve, in
 
which the standard deviation in the transmittance (dT) is assumed
 
independent of the transmittance (I), as would be the case if the
 
instrument were limited by the readout resolution.  He notes, as had
 
Crawford in 1959 for spectrophotometry in general (31), that this
 
is not the case for AA, and he develops error functions to describe
 
the dependence of different sources of error on the transmittance
 
according to the three cases outlined by Crawford.  These are as
 
follows.
 
In Case 1, dT is proportional to T, and the RSD is lowest at
 
T = 0.  Roos indicates that non-fundamental changes in lamp intensity
 
and scattering by particles in the flame would lead to this relation­
ship.  This corresponds to either source or flame transmission flicker
 
noise in this paper.
 
In Case 2, dT is independent of T, and the commonly accepted
 
minimum in the RSD at 36.8% is obtained, provided that Beer's law
 
holds.  As mentioned above, readout limitations are the common source
 
of this noise, though Roos also lumps electronic (Johnson and
 
amplifier) noise and flame emission noise into this category.
 
Roos also adds on a category of his own to those outlined by
 
Crawford; namely, Case 4, in which dT is proportional to T log T or
 
TA.  Identified causes of this type of noise include fluctuations in
 
flame temperature or stoichiometry, and fluctuations in the free atom
 
population, such as from variability in the delivery rate or efficiency
 
of nebulization.  This category also includes fluctuations in the
 
optics in the monochromator; in short, anything which affects a, b, or
 
c in Beer's Law is considered.  It corresponds essentially with the
 
analyte absorption noise in this work.
 
In this first paper Roos tests these cases out by running
 
solutions over a fairly limited transmittance range from 20-95% T
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and his results indicate that cases 3 and 4 hold, at least for Fe, Mg,
 
and Si, which are quite diverse in their absorption properties.  He
 
concludes that a concentration region from 20X to 200X the analytical
 
sensitivity (the concentration yielding 0.0043 absorbance units ) will
 
be the optimal region for analyses.
 
In his second paper (17) Roos treats the deviations from Beer's
 
Law at absorbances above one.  Through empirical correction factors
 
for the curvature of the calibration curves, he derives complex error
 
functions which will predict a decrease in precision at high absor­
bances.  He attributes this decrease in precision (increase in RSD)
 
entirely to the flattening of the calibration curve and to readout
 
limitations of the instrument.  Since a flattening of the curve
 
(reduced analytical sensitivity) makes the readout limited case more
 
important, Roos equations are applicable whenever readout limitations
 
are the major source of error at the higher absorbances, though  he
 
claims they are most applicable for dT « T log T noises.  He thus
 
concludes that 40X to 200X the analytical sensitivity would give the
 
optimal region for analyses.
 
In 1973 Roos last paper on the subject appeared (25).  Here he
 
generates an equation which expresses the RSD in concentration in
 
terms of the sum of four error functions corresponding to the four
 
cases of noise he identified.  Each error function is the product of
 
the appropriate transmittance dependence, constants, and a fitting
 
parameter.  The four fitting parameters are evaluated by finding the
 
value which gives the best computed fit for each element for each set
 
of experimental conditions under which its determination is carried
 
out.  For the thirty-odd elements commonly analyzed for by AA, this
 
leads to more than 120 fitting parameters which must be determined just
 
for his instrument under one set of instrumental conditions:  He
 
observes that the major source of error over the commonly used absor­
bance region is noise proportional to T log T, which corresponds to
 
our analyte flicker noise.  He concludes that to be within 110% of the
 
minimum RSD, a range of concentrations from 50X to 200X the analytical
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sensitivity is best.  (This corresponds to an absorbance range from
 
0.2 to 0.9 absorbance units.)
 
Although a great deal of work went into Roos approach and much
 
useful data was generated for the practicing analyst, his work suffered
 
from its lack of generality.  The error functions were not thoroughly
 
tied to specific noise sources although the magnitude of the different
 
noises can be estimated from the fitting parameters.  His equations
 
have few predictive qualities since the theoretical equation is little
 
mare than a fit to existing experimental data.  Hence it is difficult
 
to tell how changing an instrumental parameter will affect the preci­
sion and the relative importance of different noises.  It is here that
 
the beauty of the Ingle approach, so simple in hind-sight (which is
 
usually 20/20 (32)) becomes apparent.
 
In 1974, Ingle's first paper on precision in automic absorption
 
measurements (26) appeared, laying down the theory and underlying
 
framework of this thesis.  His approach was essentially that used in
 
his paper on molecular absorption (33) and produced precision plots
 
with %RSD in absorbance versus absorbance similar to those of Roos
 
in which he plots normalized relative error versus multiples of the
 
sensitivity (17).
 
In Ingle's approach, the RSD in A is expressed as the sum of
 
The dependence of the magnitude of each
 all potential noise sources.
 
noise on transmittance or absorbance is incorporated into a single
 
expression.  Hence all the terms in the equation correspond to
 
measurable or calculable noises and the equation can be used to
 
predict the shape of the precision plot.  In Ingle's work, each type
 
of noise is discussed in terms of an equation and its  possible origin.
 
Typical AA instruments with flame and non-flame atomizers, as well as
 
dual-wavelength double-beam systems, and Vidicon and photon-counting
 
Five limiting cases are identified to
 detection systems are treated.
 
simplify the equations for different instrumental or analyte conditions,
 
and estimates of the probable magnitude of the various noises are made,
 
One of the
 and a possible procedure for evaluating them outlined.
 
purposes of this thesis is to determine the typical values for these
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noise parameters and to develop reasonable procedures for the laboratory
 
chemist to measure them on his own instrument.  The development of his
 
equation describing the RSD in the absorbance for flame AA measurements
 
is as follows.
 
For each atomic absorption measurement once the researcher has
 
set the variables, three submeasurements must be made, either explicitly
 
by the researcher, or implicitly by the electronics.  These are the
 
full light position with reference solution aspirating in the flame
 
(100% T = E ), the light source blocked position with blank aspirating

rt

(0% T = E ), and the in between case where the transmittance of the

ot

sample itself is measured  (E = the voltage signal corresponding

st
 
to the transmittance with sample aspirating).  In each of the three
 
voltages measured, there is a corresponding standard deviation.  From
 
the propagation of error mathematics, we know the total instrumental
 
variance in the sample analysis will be a sum of the variances for
 
each of these submeasurements.
 
2  2  2 1/2
 
at = (TiEr)(( ast/T)  (5)
 art  ((l  T) aot/T)  )
 
where all symbols are defined in table I.  The variance in the
 
reference measurement, E  ,  is as follows.
 
rt
 
2 2  2
 
(6)

(art)  (ar)q+s  (adf  (aot)2
 
As can be seen, this is just a sum of signal shot, signal flicker,
 
and 0% T noises.  The magnitudes of these noises can be expressed in
 
terms of the signal currents (i), the gains, both electronic (G)
 
and that produced by the PMT (m), the constant K which contains the
 
noise bandpass, and the flicker factors, which are measured experimen­
tally.
 
()(171Gi 
2 
a 
2 
(7)

(art)2  (mG)2 Kir  ot
 
The 0% T noises can be further subdivided.
 
2 2
 (2 
. (8)
 a (a (a )
 ot  be 
) q +s  ''bef  'Jar  (ad)ex
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Table 1.  List of Variables and Symbols Used in the Equations
 
A, absorbance, dimensionless
 
a  standard deviation in absorbance measurement, dimensionless

A'
 
T, transmittance, dimensionless
 
E  100% T or reference signal due to source radiation transmitted

r'
 
by the flame with the blank aspirating, V
 
i  reference signal photocathodic current due to transmission of

r'
 
source radiation by flame with the blank solution aspirating
 
into the flame, A
 
E  analyte or sample signal due to source radiation transmitted

s'
 
by the flame with the analyte aspirating, V
 
0, noise equivalent bandwidth of signal-modifier readout system,
 
1 
t, limiting integration time, s
 
K, bandwidth constant, A
 
e, charge of an electron = 1.6 x 10-19C
 
a, secondary emission factor or the relative variance in photo­
multiplier gain due to secondary emission, dimensionless
 
(usually 0.1 < a < 0.5)
 
ER, readout offset voltage, V
 
a  standard deviation in readout voltage due to the readability

R'
 
(i.e., quantization noise) and noise generated in the readout
 
device, V
 
q, quantization level or smallest resolvable voltage on readout, V
 
E  offset voltage for ac amplifier-readout system, V

ar'
 
E  ', total signal with the flame off, V

rt
 
E  '  photomultiplier voltage used when the flame is off, V

PMT '
 
E  ', total 0% T signal with the flame off, V

ot
 
E  total reference signal with the blank aspirating, V

rt'
 
EpmT, photomultiplier voltage used when the blank is aspirating, V
 
Edt, total dark current signal, V
 
E  total 0% T signal with the blank aspirating, V

ot'
 
E  total signal with the analyte aspirating, V

st'
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Table 1.  List of Variables and Symbols Used in the Equations (con't.)
 
E  total emission signal with the analyte aspirating and lamp
 
et'
 
shutter closed, V
 
E  *, total 0% T signal, V
 
ot
 
E  *, total analyte emission signal, V
 
et
 
E  *, total dark current signal, V

dt

E  reference signal, V

r'
 
E  E  with flame off, V
 
r r
 
EI, source flicker factor or the relative standard deviation of the
 
source spectral radiance over the measurement bandwidth due
 
to flicker noise, dimensionless
 
E2, flame transmission flicker factor or relative standard devia­
tion of transmission characteristics of the flame over the
 
measurement bandwidth, dimensionless
 
E3, analyte absorption flicker factor or the relative standard
 
deviation in the absorption or atomization characteristics of
 
the analyte, dimensionless
 
Ed*, dark current voltage, V
 
Ee*, analyte emission signal, V
 
Ee, analyte emission flicker factor or the relative standard devia­
tion of the analyte emission radiance viewed by the monochro­
mator over the measurement bandwidth due to flicker,
 
dimensionless
 
(ad)ex, rms excess dark current noise, V
 
x, background emission flicker factor or the relative standard
 
deviation of the background emission spectral radiance viewed
 
by the monochromator over the measurement bandwidth due to
 
flicker, dimensionless
 
aa, rms noise in current-to-voltage circuitry, V
 
background emission signal, V

Ebe*'
 
m, current gain of the photomultiplier, dimensionless
 
-1
 
G, amplification factor for amplifier-readout system, V-A  ,  G
 
takes into account the response of the amplifier readout system
 
to the rms photoanodic signal and is frequency dependent
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Table 1.  List of Variables and Symbols Used in the Equations (con't.)
 
(a  )  , rms shot noise in E  , V
 
r  q+s  r
 
(ad)q+s, rms shot noise in Ed, V
 
(abe)q+s' rms shot noise in Ebe, V
 
(a  )  rms noise in the sample signal due to flicker noises, V
 
s  f'
 
(a  )*, rms noise in the analyte emission signal measured in the
 
e
 
AE mode, V
 
(a  ), rms noise measured in the AA mode for the analyte emission
 
e
 
signal, V
 
For each voltage signal, E, there is a corresponding standard
 
deviation denoted by a a with the identical subscript and super­
script.  A superscript prime signifies a measurement made with
 
the flame off and a superscript asterisk indicates a measurement
 
or value obtained in the emission mode.
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Expressing the variance in terms of the currents, bandpasses, gains,
 
and flicker factors gives
 
2  2  t_ 2.
 
(9)

aot2  (mG)21((id  ibe)  (XmGibe)  aar  (ad)ex
 
innn
 
the background emission and dark current signals and the  amplifier
 
readout noise.
 
The signal for the sample, . Est, will also have a variance which
 
is a sum of flicker and shot components, not only from the  analyte
 
signal, but also the 0% T signal.
 
Note that the 0% T noise is also a sum of shot and flicker noises
 
(10)
 
(°st)2  (as)1+s  (as);  (cle)2
 
fa  )2  (mG)21/.,  E2
 (e  g3( -1n  T)2 + (mG)2Ki
 1n T)2)(mGi

sti  rT . 1 2  r  e
 
(11)
 (EemGie)2  (°.ot)2
 
The standard deviation in the absorbance can be easily related to that
 
in the transmittance
 
(12)
 GA = 0.4343 aT/T
 
Rearranging and combining the above equations and dividing by the
 
absorbance in order to get the relative standard deviation yields:
 
2i2(r2  2
 
=  {(-irinT)-2[Kir(1 + T-1) + (a /mGT)2
 
e  r 2
 °A/A
 
-2 -1  2  2 1/2
 
(13)
 + 2(1 + T  - T  )(a /mG)  +  1
 
ot 3
 
This equation quantitatively describes the dependence of the RSD in
 
the absorbance on the signal shot noise  (Kir(1 + T-1)), the analyte
 
emission noise (a /mGT), the signal or source and flame transmission
 
e
 
(E2  E2%%
 )) the  0% T or background emission, dark
 flicker noises (2i'

r 2
 
) and the analyte absorption
 current, and amplifier-readout noises  (

`aot''
 
flicker noise (ts).  This equation can be simplified to one of five cases
 
if one of these sets of noises dominates over the absorbance region of
 
interest to the analyst.  In figure 2 representative precision plots
 20 
Figure 2	 Precision Plot showing Dependence of Various Noises on
 
Absorbance.
 
Curves are drawn for a hypothetical element.  Approximate
 
2  2  1/2

values of noise parameters are:  (EI  +g2 ) = 0.001,
 
E  = 0.01, it = 4x 10-13A,  a  /E  = 0.001, Of = 1  Hz.
 
3	  ot r
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for the five limiting cases are shown.  The magnitudes of the noises
 
selected for these plots are representative of those we will observe
 
in this work.  The absolute magnitude shown will vary from element to
 
element, and may change with instrumental conditions, but the general
 
shape of the plots will remain much the same.  All the pertinent
 
equations are summarized in Appendix IV.
 
Before focusing our attention on the determination of the noise
 
parameters in equation 13 as first briefly outlined in Ingle's paper
 
(26), let's first look at exactly what sources of random error we
 
expect to observe during our measurements of Eotl,
  Eot' Ertl' Ert'
 
and E  and their respective standard deviations.

st
 
Origin of Different Noises in AA
 
0%T' fluctuations.  The 0% T' noise is the residual noise measured with
 
the flame and lamp off.  This group of noises includes the readout
 
noise, which classically yields a minimum at 0.4343 absorbance units
 
for a transmittance readout.  For a direct absorbance readout, aA/A
 
decreases monotonically, similar in shape to the signal flicker noise
 
limited case shown in figure 2.  For this thesis, all the work was
 
done in the transmittance mode.
 
The 0% T' fluctuations also include the amplifier and PMT dark
 
current noises.  The amplifier noises can include Johnson noise in
 
the feedback resistors and flicker noises in the operational amplifiers.
 
The dark current noise is due to fundamental shot noise in the
 
dark current thermally emitted from the photocathode, excess noise
 
due to PMT power supply fluctuations, and noise in the leakage current.
 
The dark current shot noise is given by
 
f- 12  =  fmrl2Ki  (14)
 
"d'qq-s  mul  d
 
where all terms are defined in table I.
 
0% T fluctuations.  The 0% T noises are measured with the flame on and
 
blank aspirating and the lamp off (or blocked).  They include all of
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the 0% It noises mentioned above, plus shot and flicker noise in the
 
background emission signal.  Since the flame will emit light at all
 
wavelengths, there will always be more noise than without the flame
 
on.  However, for most of the wavelengths used, there is only a little
 
background emission expected from either the flame or most blanks.
 
(Obviously, what is present in the blank may change the background
 
emission.)  Flicker noise due to fluctuations in the fuel and oxidant
 
flow rates, and therefore stoichiometry as well, should be present.
 
These fluctuations in flow rates will also affect the rate of aspiration
 
and cause a flicker in the background if the blank's contribution to
 
the background emission is significant.
 
100% T' fluctuations.  For this measurement, the lamp is turned on
 
and the shot and flicker noise in the light source signal are measured
 
on top of the 0% It noise.  Representative curves are plotted in
 
figure 2.  The shot noise ,  as mentioned previously,  is due to the
 
quantized nature of the light.  For weak lamps or for inefficient
 
optical systems which may use mirrors and lenses, the shot noise
 
contribution will be much more significant.  If measurements are signal
 
shot noise limited, the S/N may also deteriorate significantly when
 
using narrow slit widths in order to increase the linearity of the
 
calibration curve.  The flicker noises in the lamp are thought to
 
arise because of uneven sputtering of the hollow cathode, temperature
 
fluctuations around the lamp and optics, and fluctuations in the lamp
 
power supply.
 
100% T fluctuations.  For these noises, the flame is on and a blank is
 
aspirated and noise above that due to 0% T and 100% T' fluctuations
 
(which is denoted flame transmission noise) is observed.  Since the
 
flame is composed of a dynamic mixture of gases, it is fairly easy to
 
see how it might be a source of noise in addition to background emission
 
noise.  There are a variety of mechanisms by which the flame can give
 
rise to flame transmission flicker noise.
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First, it's worth noting that the flame is essentially the cell
 
for holding the analyte in flame AA.  This will cause a changing
 
focus on the slit to the monochromator.  The flame itself can absorb
 
and scatter the light, especially at wavelengths near 200 nm, and at
 
high fuel to oxidant ratios.  Thus, as the fuel flow rates fluctuate
 
or the flame size and hence path length vary, the absorbance of the
 
flame will fluctuate.  If other components in the sample matrix absorb
 
at the analyte wavelength, they too will add a component noise due to
 
varying aspiration rates as a result of varying flow rates.  As can
 
be seen, good gas regulation should pay off.
 
The flame has a refractive index which is different from that
 
of the surrounding, cooler air and will therefore act as a lens of
 
varying thickness.  The reflection/refraction losses usually noted at
 
every glass/air interface in a normal glass cell will thus be present
 
here as well, but they will fluctuate as the flame gases flow by.
 
This is not unlike repeatedly putting finger-prints on a spectro­
photometric cell, then wiping them back off, all the while making
 
measurements:  Not a good practice, needless to say.  A similar problem
 
in molecular absorption, known as cell placement error, was noted by
 
Ingle (33).
 
Analyte fluctuations.  In addition to the 100% T and 0% T noises, when
 
the analyte is aspirated fluctuations in the analyte signal due to
 
the presence of the analyte, analyte absorption flicker and analyte
 
emission shot and flicker noise will be present.  Analyte absorption
 
flicker is due to the fluctuations in the absorption properties of
 
the analyte (e.g., from variations in the linewidths of the emission
 
profile from the lamp or absorption profile in the flame, as well as
 
variations in the number of atoms in the neutral ground state) or to
 
fluctuations in the number of atoms in the light path.  These variations
 
may result from a variety of complex interactions, such as fluctuations
 
in the nebulization rate or efficiency, droplet size, gas flow rates,
 
or fluctuations in the flame temperature or path length.
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Analyte emission shot noise and flicker noise will be important
 
only for those elements with significant emission  signals.
 This will
 
be the case for high concentrations and/or for elements with resonance
 
lines of low energy (visible wavelengths), or where instrumental
 
conditions are set so that the emission signal is large compared to
 
the absorption signal (i.e., low lamp current with high gain and/or
 
large slit widths).
 
Analyte fluorescence shot and flicker noises will  almost always
 
be negligible in AA due to the quenching of the fluorescent signal in
 
the flames normally used, and because the optics are not optimized
 
for AF (26).
 Therefore the lamp intensities needed for fluorescence
 
are generally much greater than those for AA, and the PMT gains are
 
also usually larger.  For these reasons these sources of noise are not
 
considered in the equations presented or in the Evaluation Procedure
 
for AA.  However, an evaluation procedure for determining the various
 
noise components in AF and AE has been included in Appendix III.
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EXPERIMENTAL
 
EVALUATION PROCEDURE
 
In Ingle's original paper, the general scheme for making the
 
necessary measurements to use the equations was outlined.  However a
 
detailed step-by-step procedure that could be used by an AA instrument
 
user to evaluate his instrument was not provided.  Hence the first part
 
of this research was to develop a detailed evaluation procedure.  This
 
procedure was evolved after making preliminary measurements.  This is a
 
slightly modified version of a procedure published by the author  (20)
 
based on work early in the investigation.  The steps in the general
 
procedure are annotated by material directly applicable to the Varian
 
AA-6 spectrometer which was used for most of the work and should apply
 
to most modern AA spectrometers.
 
Basic Measurements
 
1)  The readout offset (usually zero) ER and its standard
 
deviation  are obtained from n measurements with the leads to the
 
readout device shorted.  If no noise is observable, aR is just the
 
However, if aot (step 7) > aR then aR = 0.29q
 quantization noise, q.
 
(34).
 
2)  With the PMT supply turned off and the PMT shutter closed, the
 
amplifier-readout system together is observed to estimate Ear and car'
 
The PMT is left connected to the current-to-voltage circuitry since its
 
With the Varian AA-6 it is not
 impedance may affect the measurements.
 
convenient to disconnect the PMT supply voltage so this step was skipped.
 
3)  With the PMT and amplifier connected to the readout and turned
 
on the light source shutter is opened so that the PMT is receiving the
 
light of the desired wavelength from the lamp.
  For the Varian, the
 
light source shutter consists of an opaque object placed on the lens
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holder between the hollow cathode and flame.  The lamp turret position
 
is optimized for maximum light throughput  and the supply voltage and
 
gain are adjusted so that a 100% T output is obtained at the readout.
 
For the Varian this is accomplished by pushing the zero button in until
 
the zero light goes off.  (The lamp current has been previously set.
 
Changing it now will require another period of stabilization.)  n mea­
surements are made to estimate Ert', and its standard deviation, art'.
 
The voltage of the PMT (EPA) should also be measured here.  On the
 
Varian this is accomplished by pushing the P. M. VOLTS button and reading
 
the voltage directly off the Varian readout.
 
4)  The lamp shutter is closed and without the flame the 0% TI
 
signal is measured to estimate Eot' and (sot'.
 
5)  The lamp shutter is reopened, the flame is turned on, and
 
while aspirating a solution of the analyte, the burner position and
 
flame stoichiometry are optimized.  With a reference solution aspirating
 
the PMT voltage is adjusted so as to give a 100% T signal.  E  and a
 
rt  rt
 
are obtained from n measurements and the PMT voltage is measured again.
 
Care must be taken to make this measurement while the burner is clean,
 
if memory affects are a problem of the burner system.  Since memory
 
affects will be important for real sample measurements, this measure­
ment may be repeated after aspirating analyte solutions.
 
6)  The PMT shutter is closed and n dark current measurements are
 
made to estimate E and adt.  On the Varian the PMT shutter is also the
 
dt
 
slit height control which can be adjusted from 0 to 1.0 cm in height.
 
7)  The PMT shutter is opened and the lamp shutter is closed so
 
that only light from the flame plus reference solution is observed and
 
E  and a  are obtained.  Again, it may be important to be aware of
 
ot  ot
 
memory affects at this point.
 
8)  With PMT and lamp shutters open, the analyte solutions are
 
aspirated and their respective signals, E and standard deviation a
 
st
 
are obtained from n measurements.  If one is testing out the predictions
 
st
 
of the equations presented in this paper or obtaining an experimental
 
precision plot, a set of analyte solutions with concentrations covering
 
the range of interest should be used.  If one is only interested in
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constructing a theoretical precision plot with equation 13, only a
 
solution with an absorbance of around 0.2 need be aspirated.
 
9)  With the lamp light blocked, the most concentrated analyte
 
solution of interest is aspirated and n measurements are made to
 
estimate the standard deviation in the emission signal, aet.  If a
 
et
 
is significantly greater than aot, progressively less concentrated
 
solutions should be aspirated until aot  (i.e., until the

aet'
 
analyte emission noise is negligible).  With the proper theoretical
 
equations it should be possible to predict the value of aet at any
 
concentration from a measurement of a  at one concentration.
 
et
 
Additional Measurements
 
The magnitude of the background emission signal (Ebe) and analyte
 
emission signal (Ee) are not obtained in the AA mode of most spectro­
meters since these signals are DC while the electronics are tuned to
 
the modulated lamp signal.  In the emission mode, a chopper is placed
 
between the flame and monochromator so that these signals can be
 
recorded.  For the measurements described below, the lamp radiation is
 
blocked or the lamp is turned off.  The PMT voltage is kept the same
 
as in the last section.  If changed, it is remeasured.
 
For the Varian AA-6 the EMISS button is pushed in, and the CURVE
 
CORRECT knob turned entirely off (fully counterclockwise).  The V/F
 
converter responds only to positive signals so that the analog output of
 
the Varian must be positive under all measurement conditions.
 
10)  With reference solution aspirating, n measurements are made
 
to determine the 0% T signal, Eot* and aot*.  Here and below a super­
script asterisk denotes a measurement made in the emission mode using
 
the chopper to modulate the signal.
 
11)  With the analyte solution(s) aspirating, Eet* and aet* are
 
obtained.
 
12)  The PMT shutter is closed and n measurements are made to
 
obtain E  * and a  *  This step is skipped on the Varian since the

dt  dt
 
values obtained should be identical in the absorbance or emission modes
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because the dark current signal is DC in both cases.  Steps 10 to 12
 
may be carried out by connecting the PMT anode to a DC current-to­
voltage converter and readout equivalent to that of the original AA
 
electronics in terms of gain (G) and noise bandwidth (hf).  Under these
 
conditions the DC value of the dark current may be measured.
 
To evaluate the noise characteristics independent of the fluctu­
ating absorption properties of the analyte in the flame (analyte
 
absorption flicker noise), additional experiments were performed.  In
 
these experiments, filters covering the absorbance range 0 - 3 were
 
inserted between the hollow cathode lamp and focusing lens to  simulate
 
Measurements were made with
 absorbance by the analyte in the flame.
 
reference solution aspirating, in which case all noise sources  except
 
analyte absorption flicker noise and analyte emission noise are present.
 
In addition, measurements with filters were made with the flame
 
off, in which case only signal shot noise, source flicker noise, dark
 
current noise, and amplifier-readout noise are present.  For these
 
additional filter measurements, the same basic evaluation  procedure
 
used with analyte solutions was applied except a  filter was used
 
instead of an analyte solution in the appropriate step,  and redundant
 
or unnecessary steps were skipped  (e.g. step 5 for measurements without
 
the flame).  The PMT voltage was adjusted as described above to obtain
 
al V full scale reading for the reference signal.
 
Other Variables Needed or Additional. Measurements
 
12)  From the manufacturer's specifications, the electronic gain,
 
With the subsequent gain of 10
 G, for the Varian AA-6 is 2.5x107.
 
used in the amplifier between the readout and analog output of the AA,
 
G = 2.5x108.
 
13)  The PMT gain, m at the bias voltage used,  is evaluated in
 
The graph of
 accordance with the procedure outlined in appendix I.
 
gain (m) versus EPMT for the PMT used in the Varian is shown in figure
 
3.  This graph is used to estimate m at any particular voltage measured.
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Figure 3  Plot of Log m versus Log EpmT for Varian AA-6.
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14)  The noise equivalent bandpass, of, is evaluated from of =
 
1/4RC for a simple low pass filter, or Af = 1/2t for a bandwidth limited
 
by the integration time.  In the A-damp mode used on the Varian,
 
RC = 0.3 s.,  so  Af = 1/1.2 and for most of our studies the one-second
 
integration time was limiting, so of = 0.5Hz.  For the ten second
 
integrations this would give a of = 0.05 Hz.  The secondary emission
 
factor, a, was evaluated (  35  )  from the formula a = (6 - 1)  where
 
d is the gain of a dynode stage in the photomultiplier; 6 is found from
 
the measured photomultiplier gain m and the formula m = el where n is
 
the number of dynodes.  (For the Varian n = 9 and a may be assumed to
 
be 0.3 with little error.)  The bandwidth constant, K, is evaluated
 
from the above estimates of Af and a and from the equation
 
K = 2eAf(1 + a)  (15)
 
Calculations
 
The experimental plot of aA /A versus A is obtained from the
 
measurements of a  , a and a  in steps 5, 7, and 8 respectively and

rt st'  ot
 
equation 16.
 
0-A/A =  (0.4343)(Er-1)11-1Uctst/T)2+
 
(art)2+  --T)aot/T)231/2
 
(16)
 
T is calculated from equation 17
 
(17)

T  (Est  Eot)/(Ert  Eot)
 
and the experimental measurement of E E  and E  E  is calculated
 
rt'  st'  ot*  r
 
from
 
E  = E  - E  (18)
 
r  rt  ot
 
To obtain a theoretical precision plot (aA/A versus A) from
 
equation 13, it is still necessary to evaluate the flicker factors, EI,
 
E2, E3 and the analyte emission noise (ae).  From the experimental
 
measurements of  Ert  I, Eot'' a  I,  a
 
rt ''  '  Eot
 rt  ot  ot  Ert  art '  ot  ot
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obtained from steps 3, 4, 5, and 7 and equations 18  - 23,
 
E  ' = E  - E  '  (19)
 r  rt
' 
ot
 
(a Ot)211/2  (20)
 
ar  E(art)2
 
(21)

art  [(art1)2  (a0t.)2]1/2
 
=  [(6r1)2 - MGKEr']1/2/E  (22)
 
r
 
(23)

E2  [(ariEr)2  (ar 1/E r 1)2]1/2
 
the source flicker factor,  and the flame transmission flicker
 
factor, E2, can be readily calculated.  If only the precision plot is
 
desired, the sum (E12 + E22) can be obtained by using equation 24.
 
(12  22)  =  [(ad2  mGKEr]/Er2  (24)
 
and E2 can be compared to ascertain the relative importance of source
 
flicker noise compared to flame transmission noise.
 
With the equations presented above, theoretical precision plots
 
which include all noise sources except for those due to the analyte
 
can be constructed.  Experimental precision plots constructed from data
 
obtained with the neutral density filters as described above should
 
match with that predicted from the equations.
 
In order to account for the contribution to the total noise from
 
analyte emission, equation 25 may be used.
 
1/2
 
(25)

ae  E(6et)2  (a0t)2]
 
The standard deviation in the emission signal, ae, can be calculated for
 
each concentration or obtained from precision plots for emission curves.
 
If it is significant, ae is substituted into equation 13 to obtain
 
another theoretical plot which accounts for all types of noise except
 
analyte absorption flicker noise.  Finally to construct a theoretical
 
precision plot which considers all noise sources, E3 must be calculated
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from data at a concentration near 0.2A and the calibration curve
 
using equation 26,
 
E 
3 
2 
= [kast 
)  ( 
1  + E2  )2(ErT)2  mGKE T 
r 
- f, 
ot" 
(ae)2]1/2 
and equation 27, 
(26) 
3 
mAc 
A  (3)A=0.2 
(27) 
where (E  )  = E  at an absorbance equal to 0.2 and m = measured
 
3  A=0.2  3  A
 
slope (i.e., dA/dc) of calibration curve at given absorbance A and
 
concentration c.  In order to measure m  a calibration plot is also

A'
 
constructed from the mean absorbance values for a series of concentra­
tions, and the slope of the curve at each measured absorbance is
 
estimated by calculating the slope from two values of the calibration
 
curve which closely bracket the absorbance of interest.  The experimen­
tal precision plot is then made from equation 13 in which all of the
 
noises except for fluorescence noises have been included.
 
Equations 5 through 26 are rearrangements of the equations from
 
Ingle's original theoretical paper (26), but equation 27 was developed
 
during this work.  In Ingle's paper, it was assumed in theoretical plots
 
that analyte absorption noise or E3 was a constant for a given element
 
and was independent of concentration and absorbance.  Preliminary data
 
indicated that under analyte absorption noise limiting conditions,
 
aA/A was often constant at moderate absorbances but decreased at higher
 
absorbances.  It was noted that this apparent decrease in analyte
 
absorption noise was related to the bending off (negative deviation) of
 
the calibration curve.  Equation 27 was derived in the following manner
 
to compensate for this.
 
The absorbance is some function of the concentration (n in
 
o'
 
atoms/cc) of neutral ground state analyte atoms in the flame.
 
A = g(no)  (28)
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Application of the propagation of error mathematics yields
 
dg(c)  dA
 
a  (29)
 aA A dn  n dn n
 
o o  o o
 
Division through by A yields
 
aA/A = (dA/d%"  /A) = (dA/dno)(no/A)(an /no)  .  (30)
 
")(a
 0  "o
 
If there is a linear relationship between the analyte atomic
 
population in the flame and the analyte concentration in solution, then
 
n  = kc  (31)
 o
 
where k is a constant, and
 
dn  k dc
  (32)
 o
 
Substitution of equation 31 and equation 32 into equation 30 yields
 
0A/A = (dA/dc)(c/A)(a  /n0)  (33)
 
"o  "
 
It is proposed that analyte absorption noise is due to the relative
 
fluctuation in the atomic population in the viewed part of the flame
 
and this fluctuation (an  In0 
)  is independent of n  , c, and A.  Note
 
o
 
that if the calibration curve is linear, the slope of dA/dc equals A/c
 
and equation 33 reduces to a /A  a  /n0.  However at absorbances
 
A  no o
 
where the calibration curve bends off, dA/dc < A/c and a /A < a

A /no o'
 
Equation 27 follows from equation 33 where an /n0 = (E  ) and
 
0
  3  A=0.2
 
m  = dA/dc.  (E )00.2 or ano/no is evaluated at A = 0.2 because
 A 3
 
analyte absorption flicker noise is usually dominant and calibration
 
curves are linear at this point.
 
An example of the effect of the negative deviation on the
 
magnitude of  at higher- absorbances is shown in figure 4.  The relative
 
fluctuation in free atom population is assumed to be 0.1 and the curve
 
is drawn so that the slope at no = 4 is half of that at no = 2 (mA at
 
no = 4 is half of mA at no = 2).  As can be seen, aA/A is lower at
 
the higher A.  For this specific case, (r  )  0.1 and aA is the
 
same at n0 = 2 and 4 while A increases by a factor of 1.6.  It should be
 35 
(0A/A )A.0.2 a (0.02/0.2) = 0.1 
(C /A )A.4:132:1 (0.02/0.32) = 0.062 
d.
 
Figure 4	 Calibration Curve Demonstrating Effect of Negative Deviation
 
on a /A.

A
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noted before closing that the plots of aA/A versus A used throughout
 
this work might be constructed as plots of ac/c versus c or A instead.
 
From equation 31 and 32 and the relationship  /n
 
no  0  (%)A=0.2'
 
we have
 
a Ic = a  /n =  (34)
 
c  n  o  3)A=0.2

o
 
Thus the apparent increases in measurement precision (decrease of a /A)
 A

at higher absorbances where negative deviations occur results in no
 
increase in the precision with which c can be determined and precision
 
plots of ac/c would be flat under analyte absorption noise limited
 
conditions.  As noted earlier this would be convenient for the analyst
 
using the plot, but it is difficult to make comparisons under different
 
conditions or instruments since each plot is dependent upon the sensiti­
vity of the element and therefore the instrument settings.
 
It is often of interest to define more explicitly the sources
 
of noise limiting the measurements, possibly so that improvements
 
in design of instrumental parameters can be made.  For instance, a
 ot
 
to be composed of many types of noise.
 can be seen from equation 9
 
If c  is significant, the following steps allow one to identify  the
 
ot
 
dominant noise sources.
 
ad is calculated from equation 35 and the values of Edt and adt
 
The background emission shot and flicker noise
 obtained in step 6.
 
2 2
 
and aot  .  The
 can also be obtained from the difference between adt
 
and a  will indicate if 1/f noise in the
 difference between
 ot  ot
 
0% T signal is significant and whether the modulated system is
 
34 through 39,  F  )  and as can
 warranted.  From equations
  (ad)ex'
 -d' s-d'ex' x'
 
The contribution from the different 0% T noise sources
 be calculated.
 
If analyte emission
 can be compared to establish the  dominant factors.
 
noise.is found to be significant, the analyte emission flicker factor
 
teEe is compared to
 can be determined from E  and equation 41.
 
e
 
1/2

(mGKE )  to determine the importance of analyte emission  flicker
 
e
 
noise relative to anlyte emission shot noise.  aet is compared to aet
 
to ascertain if modulation is advantageous.
 2  2 1/2 
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[( dt)  cr (ar) 
(35) 
Ed =  Edt  - Ear  (36) 
(ad)ex  E(c7dt) 
2 
- mGKEd  (6) 
2  1/2 
(37) 
[(a0t) 
2 
(adt) 
2 
KMG Ebe] 
1/2 
(38) 
2  2 1/2 
[(aar)  (all) 
(39) 
E 
e 
=  E 
et  - E 
ot 
(40) 
= [(a.) 
2 
- mGKEe] 
1/2 
/Ee  (41) 
* 
E 
be 
=  Eot  - Edt  (42) 38
 
INSTRUMENTAL
 
A Varian AA-6 spectrophotometer is used in conjunction with an
 
interfacing system capable of maintaining six-digit resolution and a
 
PDP-11/20 minicomputer.  The computer is used to acquire the data, to
 
calculate the absorbances, transmittances and standard deviations for
 
the experimental precision plots, and to calculate points to construct
 
theoretical precision plots.  The interface consists of a Spectrum
 
model 1021 Amplifier, set to have a gain of ten with a high frequency
 
cutoff of 5 Hz, a 100 kHz/V V/F converter (Analog Devices 4701),
 
wired in the configuration shown in figure 5, a frequency counter (Data
 
Precision model 5740, or UDI Heath model EU-805), and a buffer between
 
the computer and the BCD output of the frequency counter.  The pin
 
assignment for the interface is given in table II.  The amplifier
 
serves to prevent loading of the Varian 100 mV analog output, as well
 
as providing a 0.001% T readout resolution for one second integrations
 
so that readout resolution was never limiting.  The buffer box, which
 
just inverts (using SN7404 inverters) the digital signals twice, prevents
 
transients from the computer reaching the frequency counter, as well as
 
helping to drive the inputs to the DR11A digital interface registers
 
on the PDP-11/20 computer.  The buffer box is powered with a Heath TPS 
(model EUW-17) set to 5 V.  The equipment used in this work is summarized 
in table III. 
The BCD collection program (described in Appendix II) allows the
 
user to specify the number (n) of voltage readings to be taken.  The
 
rate of data acquisition is controlled by a gate from the frequency
 
counter which provides a 5 V pulse at the end of the chosen integration
 
time.  The counter holds the digital signal corresponding to the signal
 
voltage until the next integration period is complete.
 
The data acquisition program though written in BASIC, uses a
 
machine language external function (EXF) to read the data in the DR11A
 
registers.  Since it returns to BASIC after each data point to calculate
 BNC 
o.skn 
V 
I 
in 
in 
+15V 
Corn 
-ISV * 
Out + 
Trim 
4705/01 
1001cO 
+15V 
1SV 
904F  1/8 A 
0 
BNC OUT 
Figure 5  Wiring Circuit for Voltage to Frequency Converter 40 
Table II,  Ltst of Pin Assignments for the Interface System
 
UDI  or  DATA  BUFFER  COMPUTER  BCD DIGITS 
PRECISION  DR11A 
11  13  19  2  A MOST 
12  14  18  33  B 
29 
30 
15 
16 
17 
16 
4 
8 
C 
D 
S 
I 
9  6  15  31  A 
G 
N 
10  7  14  27  B 
27 
28 
8 
9 
13 
12 
6 
35 
C 
D 
/
F 
I 
7 
8 
1 
2 
11 
10 
29 
21 
A 
B 
C 
A 
N 
25 
26 
3 
4 
9 
8 
14 
16 
C 
D  T 
5  W  7  12  A 
6  X  6  23  B 
23  T  5  18  C 
24  S  4  10  D 
3  M  3  2(2)  A 
4  L  2  33(2)  B 
21  U  1  4(2)  C 
22  V  37  8(2)  D 
1  C  36  31(2)  A LEAST 
2  B  35  27(2)  B 
19  A  34  6(2)  C 
20  D  33  35(2)  D 
35  5  30  25  GATE 
36  22  28  36  GROUND 41 
Table III.  Components of Instrumentation
 
Item
 
1.	  Precision plots
 
AA/AE/AF instrument
 
Amplifier
 
Frequency counter
 
Buffer Box-Inverters
 
Power for Buffer Box
 
Computer
 
Teletype
 
2.	  Noise power spectra
 
All of the above equipment,
 
Voltage Reference source
 
Amplifier II
 
Graphics terminal
 
Hard copy unit
 
Random Noise Generator
 
Active Bandpass filter
 
Suppliers and nzidel
 
Varian AA-6 with Automatic gas
 
control
 
Spectrum Amplifier 1021
 
Analog Devices 4701
 
Data Precision 5740
 
9-Inverters, SN7404
 
Heath TPS EUW-17
 
PDP 11/20
 
Teletype (standard)
 
plus the following.
 
Heath VRS EU-20A
 
Analog Devices AD 540J
 
Tektronix T-4002
 
Tektronix 4601
 
General Radio Co.  1390-B Random
 
Noise Generator
 
General Radio Co.  1952 Universal
 
Filter
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the sums and squares of the sums, the fastest data acquisition rate is
 
about 0.1 s.  Though this would be a limitation for some applications,
 
it is faster than any of our requirements and allows us to do further
 
data manipulation easily in BASIC.  For instance in the BCD collection
 
program used for the majority of this work the RSD in the transmittance,
 
the absorbance, and the RSD in the absorbance are calculated after
 
inputing the means and standard deviations for the 0% T and 100% T
 
signals.  These calculated values of crA/A and A are then used to
 
prepare an experimental precision plot.
 
The BASIC precision plotting program (Appendix II) calculates a
 
table of a /A versus absorbance using a form of equation 13 after the

A

noise parameters (e.g.,K,  3) are inputed.  These are then plotted
 
manually to produce the theoretical precision plots.  The precision
 
curve considering all noise sources, however, cannot be so simply
 
constructed, if there is any negative deviation in the calibration
 
curve or a significant analyte emission.  The analyte absorption flicker
 
and analyte emission noise are evaluated as described in the evaluation
 
procedure, and their variances added to the variances calculated (by the
 
Precision plotting program) for the flame limited condition.
 
The noise power spectra presented in this work are obtained with
 
essentially the same equipment, although the ten bit A/D converter on
 
the PDP11/20 is used to input voltage to the computer.  The 100 mV
 
analog output of the Varian is connected to the Spectrum Amplifier (set
 
at a gain of ten and a low frequency bandpass of 5 Hz) which has a
 
12 db/octave rolloff filter.  The output of-the Spectrum Amplifier is
 
then connected through a Heath VRS used in the SUM/DIFF mode (used to
 
reduce the DC signal to near 0 V) to the input of a second amplifier
 
(Analog Devices AD 540J) which has a 1 Ma input resistor and either a
 
10 or 100 Ma feedback resistor with feedback capacitors selected to
 
provide a 5 Hz cutoff with a 6 db/octave rolloff.  The total rolloff is
 
therefore 18 db/octave, which means the amplitude is cut to 1/8 of
 
its original value for every doubling of the frequency.  In other words,
 
at 10 Hz the amplitude is 1/8 of what it is at 5 Hz for a white noise
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spectrum.  For some work a commercial filter (see table 3  ) with a
 
24 db/octave filter was used.
 
The A-damp mode on the Varian was also modified by replacing
 
feedback capacitors C209 with a 0.022 1.1F and C212  with a 0.010 uF
 
capacitor in the last amplifier to give a 15 Hz cutoff instead of the
 
This keeps the Varian analog output from
 3 Hz cutoff it usually has.
 
The cutoff frequency and data acquisition
 limiting the noise bandwidth.
 
rate are selected so that there will not be any "aliasing" (a folding
 
back of higher frequency noise onto the noise spectrum of interest (28)),
 
For 1024
 and so that the desired frequency resolution is obtained.
 
points taken at 20 Hz, the frequency range covered in the noise power
 
spectrum is 0 to 10 Hz (.1/2 the data acquisition rate (28)) with a
 
resolution of 0.02 Hz (10 Hz/512).  Therefore, each spectral estimate
 
is the mean squared noise over a 0.02 Hz  interval.  The cutoff frequency
 
is selected to be about 5 Hz so that the frequencies above 10 Hz are
 
From about 5 to 10 Hz,
 mostly attenuated and aliasing is negligible.
 
the noise power spectra are distorted by the rolloff of the filter
 
The total rms noise
 and this region is not used for any calculations.
 
from 0 to 0.05 Hz or 0.5 Hz is the square root of the sum of the first
 
three or first 25 spectral estimates,  respectively.
 
As mentioned above, a Heath VRS is used to adjust the signal
 
voltage to a value between 0 and 1.25 V at the A/D of the computer.
 
This range of voltages is what the A/D converter can handle, and the
 
output of the second amplifier is directly connected via BNC cable to
 
the A/D converter (channel 1) of the PDP-11/20.
 
The software used to obtain the noise power spectra is a commer­
cially available DEC Fast Fourier Transform program modified to collect
 
For
 data from the A/D at a rate (up to 10 kHz) selected by the user.
 
this work, a 20 Hz data acquisition rate to collect 1024 data points was
 
The Tektronix terminal (model 1-4002) connected to the computer
 used.
 
can be used to obtain  graphical displays of the raw data acquired as
 
A hard
 well as the noise power spectra calculated from the raw data.
 
The noise
 copy unit (Tektronix model 4601) is used to save the plots.
 
power spectrum for a single run can  also be dumped on paper tape.  The
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above programs and the commands and locations for obtaining alternate 
data acquisition rates are given in Appendix II. 
In order to use the noise power spectra to full advantage, it is 
necessary to calibrate them and be able to calculate the areas under 
the curves corresponding to various bandwidths or integration times. 
A noise power spectrum crunching program was written to add together 
any number of noise power spectrum tapes dumped by the DEC Fast Fourier 
transform program described above, to calculate an average spectrum 
and plot a smoothed version with calibrated axes, and to provide a 
routine to calculate the area within any specified frequency interval. 
This program is described in detail in Appendix II also. 
Instrumental variables (e.g., hollow cathode current and spectral 
bandpass) were generally those specified in the Varian manual and are 
summarized in table IV.  Slit height was set at 1 cm except where other­
wise noted.  Burner position and flame stoichiometry were optimized 
for maximum absorbance, and the settings are given in table IV. 
Westinghouse hollow cathode tubes or their equivalent were used for 
all measurements.  The standard Varian 10 cm slot air-acetylene or 
5 cm slot nitrous oxide-acetylene burners were used unless otherwise 
specified. 
The concentrations or compounds of the elements used for most 
of this work were not critical, but were prepared when possible  with 
the compounds recommended for stable standards (36).  The concentration 
ranges, compounds used, and their matrix are summarized  in table V. 
For some of the AE measurements and for all of the AF measure­
ments, a Meker (N20) burner was used with an air/H2  flame, as much 
improved signals are obtained (37).  The AE measurements are made with
 
the hollow cathodes off or blocked and with the EMISS button pushed
 
and the CURVE CORR control knob set fully counterclockwise.  The AF
 
measurements are made using the Varian fluorescence accessory (model
 
60) which consists of an optical rail which can be butted at the
 
desired angle against the optical rail the burner and monochromator
 
are on, a holder for the hollow cathode or electrodeless discharge
 
lamp, a power supply cord which will plug into the lamp turret,  and
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Table IV.  Instrumental Variables
 
Elements  Wavelength  Flame  Spectral  Lamp  E mT 
a 
Flow rate 
c 
(nm)  bandpass Current  (TA'  (L/min) 
(nm)  (mA)  `  Ox/Fuel 
Al 
b  309.3  N 
2
0/C
2 
H 
2 
0.1  10  303  9.5/5.5 
Al  396.1  N20/C2H2  0.1  10  293  9.5/5.5 
As  193.7  N20/C2H2  1.0  7  578/595  9.5/5.4 
Ca 
b  422.7  Air/C2H2  0.2  3  404  10/2.5 
Ca  422.7  N20/C2H2  0.2  3  398  10/6 
Cd  228.8  Air/C2H2  0.2  5  428/460  10/2.5 
Co  240.7  Air/C2H2  0.1  5  458/462  10/2.5 
Cr  357.9  Air/C2H2  0.2  3  349  10/3 
Cu  324.8  Air/C2H2  0.2  3  355  10/2.5 
Eu  459.4  N20/C2H2  0.1  10  293  10.5/5.8 
Fe  248.3  Air/C2H2  0.2  5  487  10/2.5 
K  766.5  Air/C2H2  0.5  5  287  10/2.5 
Mg 
b 
285.2  Air/C2H2  0.5  3  320  10/2.5 
Mg  285.2  N20/C2H2  0.5  3  319  9.5/5.5 
Mn  279.5  Air/C2H2  0.2  5  383  10/2.5 
Mo  313.3  N20/C2H2  0.2  5  387  9.5/6 
Na  589.0  Air/C2H2  0.2  5  265  10/2.5 
Ni 
b  232.0  Air/C2H2  0.2  5  425/440  10/2.5 
Ni  341.5  Air/C2H2  0.2  5  360  10/2.5 
Pb  217.0  Air/C2H2  1.0  6  344/359  10/2.5 
Se
b  196.0  Air/C2H2  1.0  10  557/590  10/2.5 
Se  196.0  N20/C2H2  1.0  10  554/566  2.5/5.1 
Si  251.6  N20/C2H2  0.2  15  334  9.5/5.8 
Tib  364.3  N20/C2H2  0.2  20  294  9.5/5.5 
Ti  364.3  N20/C2H2  0.2  5  411  9.5/5.5 
V  318.5  N20/C2H2  0.05  20  417  9.5/5.8 
Zn  213.9  Air/C2H2  0.2  5  428/460  10/2.5 46 
aFor elements where the flame absorbs significantly, the voltage with
 
and without the flame given.
 
b
 Normal conditions for analysis.
 
cA setting of five on the oxidant corresponds to 10 L/min of air and
 
three on the fuel corresponds to 2.5 L/min of C2H2.
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Table V.
 
Elements
 
Al
 
As
 
Ca
 
Cd
 
Co
 
Cr
 
Cu
 
Eu
 
Fe
 
K
 
Mg
 
Mn
 
Mo
 
Na
 
Ni
 
Pb
 
Se
 
Si
 
Ti
 
Zn
 
Standard Solutions
 
Concentration
 
range
 
(PM)
 
5-1000
 
5-1000
 
0.01-100
 
0.1-200
 
1-250
 
0.05-250
 
0.5-250
 
1-500
 
1-500
 
0.5-100
 
0.01-100
 
0.1-100
 
1-200
 
0.01-60
 
1-100
 
1-1000
 
10-1000
 
10-2000
 
20-450
 
5-1000
 
0.1-200
 
Compound
 
Al
 
As 0
 
2 3
 
CaCO
 
3
 
CdC12.2.5H20
 
CoC0
 
3
 
K Cr 0
 
2  2 4
 
Cu /CuSO4
 
Eu 0
 
2 3
 
Fe(NO3)3.9H20
 
KNO
 
3
 
Mg0
 
MnS0 i  0
 
4 2
 
Na Mo0 .2H 0
 
2 4 2
 
NaC1
 
NiSO4(NH4)2SO4.6H20
 
Pb(NO3)2
 
Na Se0
 
2 4
 
SiO
 
2
 
K TiO(C 0  )2H 0
 
2 2 4 2
 
VOSO
 
4
 
ZnO
 
Solvent
 
HC1
 
dil. HC1
 
dil. HC1
 
H2O
 
dil. HC1
 
H2O
 
HNO /H 0
 
3 2
 
HC1, hot
 
H2O
 
H2O
 
dil. HC1
 
H2O
 
H2O
 
H2O
 
H2O
 
H2O
 
H2O
 
HF/H3803
 
H2O
 
H2O
 
HC1
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a concave mirror placed behind the flame to reflect back transmitted
 
excitation light.  The ACC'Y button is pushed for the AF measurements.
 
An acute angle of about 45° between the lamp and burner/monochromator
 
optical rails was found to usually give the best results.  One must
 
also be careful not to position the mirror so it blocks the "eye" for
 
the automatic gas box on the Varian AA-6, as this will shut off the
 
gas flow.  The lamp currents were set to the maximum current specified
 
by the manufacturer (20 mA for Cu).
 
Finally, some preliminary measurements were made on a few
 
elements on a homebuilt AA which has been described in detail (20).
 
The data there, as well as an occasional set of data from the Varian,
 
were recorded manually and the means and standard deviations calculated
 
with a calculator.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 
Introduction
 
The raw data in this research consists mostly of repetitive
 
measurements of the output voltage of an AA spectrometer for different
 
elements at different concentrations under various instrumental con­
figurations and conditions.  This data is summarized in various graphs
 
and tables by reporting how the mean, standard deviation, or relative
 
standard deviation in different signals or the absorbance varies with
 
analyte concentration, absorbance, or numerous instrumental variables.
 
Also, some of the raw data is processed to produce noise power spectra.
 
The first part of this section will be concerned with testing
 
the validity of Ingle's theory (i.e., equation 13) and the evaluation
 
procedure presented in the previous section.  This is done by comparing
 
different measurement schemes and by comparing experimental and theore­
tical precision plots for a large number of elements run under normal
 
conditions.
 
In a second section of the results and discussion, the individual
 
noise sources are treated in detail, their relative effect for the
 
high, low, and intermediate absorbance regions discussed, and some
 
attempt is made to isolate their causes.  Analyte absorption flicker
 
in particular is attacked to determine its origin, though no positive
 
conclusions can be made.  Selected noise power spectra are taken to
 
demonstrate the quantitative amount and nature of the flicker and shot
 
contributions to the various types of noise.  Similarities of the
 
noise sources are predicted for and found in both of the related
 
techniques, flame atomic emission and flame atomic fluorescence.
 
In the last section, the effect of varying different instrumental
 
variables will be discussed.  Finally, suggestions for achieving the
 
maximum precision in an analysis at the low, high, and intermediate
 
absorbances will be presented.
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Verification of Theory and Evaluation Procedure
 
Effect of Measurement Scheme.  In equation 16 it is assumed that aA/A
 
can be estimated from the experimental variances in the 100% T, 0% T,
 
and analyte signal measurements when each is measured separately.
 
The assumption is also made for the theoretical equation 13 since both
 
equations follow from equation 5.  To prove the validity of this
 
assumption, it is necessary to demonstrate that the magnitude of aA/A
 
is the same whether it is obtained from a sum of the variances
 
separately measured for the 100% T, 0% T, and sample signals (indirect
 
measurement scheme), or from the signal variance (QA) obtained from n
 
values of A obtained from replicate 0% T, 100% T, and sample signals
 
measured sequentially in time (direct measurement scheme).  The direct
 
measurement scheme is closer to the normal measurement scheme while
 
the indirect measurement scheme is easier to automate and less time
 
consuming.  During normal usage of the AA, an analyst will generally
 
recheck the 100% T and a calibration solution after every few sample
 
readings.
 
The direct measurement scheme would tend to minimize the effect
 
of drift in the 100% T, 0% T, and analyte signal measurements.  In
 
a modern AA, changes with respect to time in the lamp intensity or the
 
aspiration/atomization efficiency are the most probable source of
 
drift.  The direct measurement scheme will compensate for source
 
intensity drifts since only drift in the time between the 100% T and
 
analyte measurement is critical.  In the indirect procedure, drift over
 
the time necessary to make n measurements of a given signal may be
 
critical.  Either measurement scheme is susceptible to drifts in
 
aspiration/atomization efficiency.
 
In the indirect approach, n measurements of the analyte signal
 
or 100% T signal are made while aspirating one solution while in
 
the direct approach the aspiration tube is in and out of the solution
 
n times for each solution.  Hence if there is some irreproducibility
 
associated with aspiration tube placement, it would not be measured
 
with the indirect approach.  In table VI data for Cu is presented for
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Table VI.	  Comparison of Direct and Indirect Precision Measurement
 
Schemes for Cu.
 
RSD (aA/A x 100)
 
Concentration  Direct measurement  Indirect measurement
 
(ppm)  method  method
 
0.125  6.5	  5.2
 
1.7
 0.5	  1.6
 
1.2
 1.25	  0.87
 
4.0	  0.65  1.3
 
12.5	  0.43  0.45
 
25	  0.38  0.51
 
50	  0.24  0.18
 
The number of replicates, n, 15.
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both approaches.  As can be seen, there is not a significant difference
 
for the n = 15 measurements made here for Cu under normal measurement
 
conditions in the precision estimates provided by the two schemes.
 
Therefore, neither source drift nor aspiration tube placement seems to
 
be a problem over the time interval normally involved in AA measurements
 
(about one minute).  Similar results were obtained for Ca and Zn.  As
 
a result, the first measurement scheme (the indirect method) was
 
used for all subsequent measurements since it is much easier to carry
 
out for a large number of solutions, as there is less handling of
 
solutions for the operator, and more data can be obtained in the same
 
length of time, thus improving the estimates of the standard deviations
 
obtained (the standard error is lowered).  With the one second integra­
tion periods and cycle time through the computer, up to 50 readings
 
could be taken within a one-minute period.  To minimize the effect of
 
drifts, as well as keep the standard error of the estimate of the
 
standard deviation within 20% RSD with an 80% confidence level (or 50%
 
RSD with 95% confidence), 30 readings were generally taken throughout
 
when the data was collected by the computer.  For data taken by hand,
 
15 readings were generally taken, covering approximately the same time
 
span.  Further discussion of these points will follow in the part
 
covering the integration time under the instrumental variables section.
 
Precision Data for the Elements under Normal Conditions
 
The precision plots for the elements tested under their normally
 
used conditions (given in table IV) are shown in figures 6 - 31 and
 
the pertinent calculated parameters and summary of the experimental
 
results are shown in table VII and table VIII, respectively.  Table VII
 
provides a convenient means for comparing the magnitude of different
 
noise sources for each element.  Since the reference voltage is 1.0 V,
 
and aot' represent the noise in

arty' art'  2'  (adq+S' cot' cbe'
 
each component in terms of transmittance.  Since (& )  is expressed
 
3  A=0.2
 
as a relative standard deviation in absorbance,  its magnitude at a
 
given absorbance, can be expressed in absolute transmittance units
 Table VII.  Noise Parameters under Normal Conditions 
Element 
m x 
103 
x 
1013 
1  a 
rt 
le 
a 
rt 
x 
104 
Clx 
104 
EVC 
104 
(ar)q+f 
104 
a  'x 
ot 
104 
Ot 
x 
104 
a 
bex 
104 
a x 
104 
(43)02x 
104 
Al  0.30  133  4.5  6.1  4.2  4.4  1.6  0.2  0.6  0.6  1.0  80 
As  29/35  1.4/1.1  13  40  --­ 37  13/14  0.4  15  15  13.8  - --
Ca  2.1  19  9.3  12  7.9  .......  3.8  0.4  10  10  74  130 
Cd  0.90/1.1  44/36  5.0  20  3.7  20  2.6/2.9  0.4  3.0  3.0  0  100 
Co  5.8  6.9  11  13  9.1  (7)  6.1  0.2  0.9  0.9  0.7  150 
Cr  0.8  50  5.4  9.3  4.8  8.9  2.5  0.2  0.9  0.9  1.1  60 
Cu.  1.0  40  4.8  4.5  3.4  2.7  0.2  0.7  0.7  1.1  70 
Eu  0.24  167  2.6  7.6  1.9  7.1  1.5  0.1  0.2  0.1  15  100 
Fe  8.6  4.7  15  17  13  (8)  7.4  0.4  3.0  3.0  0  100 
K  0.20  200  3.9  4.1  3.7  (1.1)  1.3  0.2  0.3  0.2  4.4  70 
Mg  0.41  98  3.5  5.0  2.6  3.8  1.8  0.4  3.0  3.0  5.8  59 
Mn  0.50  80  3.7  6.0  2.9  5.0  2.0  0.2  0.7  0.6  0.6  70 
Mo  1.7  24  7.0  11  6.1  8.5  3.5  0.4  3.0  3.0  5.8  59 
Na  0.14  286  2.5  3.6  2.1  2.6  1.2  0.1  0.3  0.3  1.9  90 
Ni  3.3/4.4 12/9.1  15  18  14  9.6  4.7/5.4  0.2  1.1  1.1  0  90 
Pb  0.72/1.0 56/40  3.7  8.0  2.8  7.0  2.4/2.4  0.2  0.8  0.8  0  90 
Se  2.2/34  1.8/1.2  29  43  19  36  11/14  0.7  35  35  25  --
Si  0.59  69  4.5  14  3.8  13  2.2  0.2  0.S  0.5  0.8  60 
Ti  0.24  167  18  4.5,  4.3  --­ 1.5  0.1  0.2  0.1  0.9  70 
V.  2.9  14  22  22  22  --­ 4.4  0.3  1.0  1.0  3.S  70 
Zn  3.5/5.8 11/6.9  8.5  25  5.7  23  4.8/6.1  0.4  1.0  0.9  0  110 54 
Table VIII.  Dominant Noise Parameters
 
Best value  A at which
 
Element  of o /A  best values
 A '
  occurs
 
b
 
Al  0.09  1.1
 
As  0.70  0.6
 
b
 
Ca  0.33  0.4
 
Cd  0.17  1.6
 
Co  0.14  1.1
 
Cr  0.27  1.8
 
b
 
Cu  0.18  1.7
 
Eu  0.70  1.3
 
Fe  0.38  1.3
 
K  0.36  1.3
 
b
 
Mg  0.48  2.0
 
Mn  0.17  1.7
 
Mo  0.58  0.5
 
Na  0.40  1.9
 
b
 
Ni  0.21  1.3
 
Pb  0.12  1.4
 
b
 
Se  1.3  0.4
 
Si  0.35  2.0
 
b
 
Ti  0.5  0.4
 
V  0.6  1.0
 
In  0.20  1.1
 
Limiting
 
noises,"
 
A<0.2
 
Cs + C2
 
42 + (a )
 r q+s
 
Cs + (a )
 r q+s
 
E2
 
CI + C3
 
C2
 
Ci + (01.)co.s
 
C2
 
CI + E2 + (a )
 r 11+5
 
CI
 
CI + C2 + (0r)cri.s
 
El + C2
 
CI + g2
 
Ci + g2
 
41 + C2
 
C2
 
C2
 
E2
 
C1
 
CI
 
C2
 
Limiting
 
noises
 
0.2<A<1.0
 
C3
 
C2 + abe + ae
 
C3 + Ile
 
C3
 
C3
 
C3
 
C3
 
C3
 
C3 + 0be
 
C3
 
C3
 
C3
 
C3
 
C3
 
C3
 
C3
 
Limiting
 
noises
 
A>1.0
 
a  + a

e  be
 
a
 
e
 
C3 +  + a  '
 
°be  ot
 
ae + abe
 
E.  17
 + ae
 
a  e be
 
C3 + ae
 
C3 + ae
 
_	 abe
 
a
 
e
 
C3 + °be
 
E3 + 0  + a
 
e
 
a
 
e
 
E3 + a
  e
 
abe
 
C3 + a
 be
 
be
 
C2 + ae + abe  0e + abe
 
C3  C3 + le + °be 
C3  a  e 
C3  a 
e 
C3  °be 
aCriterion for limiting noises was that to be significant, a noise must
 
have a variance at least 1/3 of that of the most significant  noise.
 
b
 Under normal conditions for analysis.
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Figures 6 through 31
 
Part A.  Precision Plot
 
The solid lines are predicted by theory, the points are
 
experimentally obtained values.
 
Curve a considers all of the noise sources; curve b considers
 
all noise sources except analyte absorption flicker and
 
analyte emission noises; curve c considers all noise sources
 
independent of the flame and analyte; curve d considers all
 
noise sources except analyte absorption flicker noise.
 
Co) Analyte solution data points.
 
(a ) Filters with flame on data points.
 
(0 ) Filters with flame off data points.
 
Part B.  Calibration Curve
 
Five to eight points were taken to construct the plot and the
 
line of best fit has been drawn through them.  For clarity,
 
the points have been left off.
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to compare to the other noises by multiplying by 2.3 A.  This does
 
not account for negative deviations however.  If this calculation is
 
made at moderate absorbances, the dominance of analyte absorption noise
 
over most of the absorbance range is clear.  In figures 6 - 31 the
 
theoretical calculations from equation 13 are plotted as smooth curves
 
while the experimental data are plotted as individual points.  In
 
figures 6-31 the calibration plots are also given so that the effect
 
of the negative deviation in the calibration curve can be clearly seen.
 
In the precision plots, curve a takes into account all possible
 
noise sources and is to be compared with the experimental points that
 
were obtained with the analyte solution aspirating.  To construct
 
curve a, the slope of the calibration curve and the magnitude of the
 
analyte emission noise over the desired absorbance range must be
 
known.  In curve b all noises except analyte absorption and emission
 
noise are considered (E3 and ae = 0 in equation 13), while in curve c
 
all noise sources independent of the flame (a  E  ,  and  = 0)
 and a
 
2  be
 
are considered.  Curves b and c can be constructed from equation 13 and
 
the data in table VII without running analyte solutions or a calibra­
tion curve.  For Na, Ca, Mo, and previously, Cu (20) experimental
 
points were obtained to compare to the theoretical curves b and c.  As
 
mentioned in the experimental section, these were obtained by using
 
filters to simulate the absorbance of the analyte in the flame.  Curve d
 
is included for Na, Eu, and Ca and takes into account all noise sources
 
except analyte absorption noise (3 in equation 13).
 
The precision characteristics of each element will not be
 
discussed on an individual basis here.  However as an example of the
 
information provided by a precision plot, consider the precision plot
 
for Na (figure 22).  The agreement between the theoretical plots a, b,
 
and c and the experimental points is reasonably good which indicates
 
the validity of the theory and usefulness of the evaluation procedure.
 
(Curve d is obtained by adding the experimentally evaluated analyte
 
emission (a )  to the theoretical values calculated in curve b, but in
 
e
 
Appendix III the procedure for obtaining ae theoretically is given.)
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The match for curve a is much better than previously obtained (20)
 
when it was assumed that c3 was a constant.  Similar agreement between
 
theory and experiment were obtained for the other elements.
 
Comparison of curves a - d with each other makes it clear which
 
noise sources are limiting.  Analyte absorption flicker noise is
 
limiting from about 0.1 to 2.0 absorbance units, and is the major
 
source of noise in AA for most analyses.  Analyte emission flicker noise
 
is the second most significant noise from about 0.5 to 2.0 absorbance
 
units for Na.  Analyte emission noise is generally more important
 
for elements with lower energy (longer wavelength) resonance lines
 
or for elements with lamps which have a low intensity.  At absorbances
 
below 0.1, shot and lamp and flame transmission flicker are all about
 
equally important for Na.  The relative importance of the shot and
 
flicker contributions will vary from element to element, usually
 
because of differences in the intensity of the resonance line and the
 
absorption properties of the flame.  Na is in a fairly transparent
 
region of the flame and consequently has a low flame transmission
 
flicker. Also, because of high lamp intensity, signal shot noise is low.
 
Initially, some of the experimental points obtained with the
 
filters were much higher than predicted by theoretical curves b and c.
 
This wasattributed to an additional source of noise called filter
 
transmission flicker.  Evidently simple mechanical vibrations caused
 
the filter to move slightly in the light path and the filter trans­
mission characteristics were spatially dependent.  The AA spectrometer
 
was moved to a quieter room with shock absorbing pads under the legs
 
of the table on which the instrument was placed.  This reduced the
 
effect to a negligible level.
 
Noise Sources
 
Introduction.  In the background section the sources of noise present in
 
each of the measurements, Eot', E ,  E  '  E  and E  was treated.
 
ot  rt  ' rt'  st
 
Through the equations presented there and in the evaluation section, the
 
independent noise components can be separated and evaluated, as
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presented in table VII and VIII.  Here each of these measurements of
 
the signal voltages will be treated and the experimental results
 
compared to determine what noise sources dominate the different
 
measurements.  In a later section, the dependence of the precision due
 
to these noises will be related to various absorbance regions.
 
E  '  and a  (0% T' noises).  These noises are measured with the flame
 
ot  ot
 
and lamp off and constitute those noises inherent in the electronic
 
readout-detector system.  In table IX, values for aoti versus the PMT
 
gain are given, and it can be seen that above 500 V, the noise increases
 
linearly with the gain, as predicted by equation 15 if dark current
 
shot noise is limiting.  Below 500 V, however, the noise is essentially
 
constant due to excess dark current noise and amplifier readout noise
 
(37).  The noise obtained with the Varian turned off is as expected,
 
about half of the resolution of the readout (34).
 
Since most all of the PMT voltages normally used with the Varian
 
are between 300 and 500 V (see table IV), the a is usually about

ot 
'
 
2 - 4 x 10-5 V.  Table VII confirms this for most of the elements.
 
Therefore, the major source of noise in the 0% T' signal is due to
 
noise from the signal processing electronics of the Varian and excess
 
dark current noise and not dark current shot noise.
 
The noise power spectrum (figure 32, taken under normal condi­
tions for Cu) for cot' noise indicates that there is no dominant 1/f
 
noise.  There is some interference noise (spikes in noise power spectra)
 
due to some oscillation in the Varian electronics.  (The noise spikes
 
are not in the subsequent electronics.)  Some of these are large enough
 
in amplitude to even appear in the 5 ppm Cu spectrum.  The interference
 
noise at about three Hz will be almost entirely attentuated by the
 
bandpass defined by the one-second integration time and by the normal
 
A-damp mode (0.3 second time constant).  However, the noise at about
 
one Hz will be passed to some degree.  Most of the noise power spectrum
 
is barely above the digitization error of the measurement system.  None
 
the less the area from 0 to 0.5 Hz (one-second integration) is 3 x 10-5V
 
versus 2 x 10-5 V from table VII, which shows excellent agreement.
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Table IX.  ot 
'  vs PMT Voltage 
E 
PMT 
m x 10
-3 
0.0 
t 
'  x 105  (aoti/m) x  104 
0 
300 
400 
0 
0.23 
2.1 
0.4 
2.5 
2.6 
89 
12 
500  11  3.5  3.2 
600  38  12  3.2 
700  110  30  2.7 
800  290  103  3.6 86 
Figure 32  Noise Power Spectra for Cu in Air/C2H2 Flame
 
All spectra are normalized to the output of the
 
Spectrum Amplifier.  Five spectra are averaged for each
 
condition.  Gain of second amplifier is 100 for each
 
except 5 ppm Cu, where it is 10.
 
a.  5 ppm Cu (30% 1)
 
b.  100% T
 
c.  100% T'
 
d.  Filter (24% 1)
 
e.  0% T
 
f.  0% T'
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Because the interference noise is non-random, it probably makes
 
little contribution to the normally measured noise and this is
 
supported by the data.
 
E  and a  (0% T noises).  The 0% T noises are measured with the
 
ot  ot
 
flame on and the blank aspirating but with the lamp blocked or off.
 
The noise varies from 0.2 x 10-4 to 3.5 x 10-4 V.  In most cases 0% T
 
noise was limited by background emission noise rather than by cot'
 
noise.
 
Background emission noise is expected to be particularily large
 
for elements whose resonance lines overlap regions of strong back­
ground emission from the flame or for elements with lower intensity
 
lamps where higher photomultiplier gains or larger slit widths are
 
required.  The contribution to the noise due to flame background
 
emission may also be significant for elements with small analyte
 
absorption noise at higher absorbances and for elements with weaker
 
analyte emission (i.e., so that analyte emission noise does not
 
dominate at higher absorbances).  Background emission noise should in
 
general be greater for a N 0/C H  flame than an air/C H  flame because
 
2 2 2  2 2
 
of its higher background emission.  The data in table VII support these
 
predictions.  In most cases, abe will be no more than a factor of two
 
to four greater than aot'.  abe is particularily large for Ca in a
 
N  0/C H  flame because the Ca line sits on top of a strong emission

2 2 2
 
band.  For Mo, cbe is large because 313 nm is in the intense OH radical
 
bandheads, and for As, Se, and Fe it is large because of the large PMT
 
gain and/or spectral bandpass required.
 
a  ( analyte emission noise).  With an analyte solution aspirating but
 
e
 
the flame off, additional noise above the 0% T noise is often obvious
 
due to analyte emission noise.  Analyte emission noise (ae) increases
 
with the size of the analyte emission signal and hence from the
 
Boltzmann distribution will be more significant for elements with
 
longer wavelength resonance lines.  In general ce will be significant
 
for elements with x > 300 nm and increasingly more significant as x
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increases.  Comparing the magnitude of ae in table VII to aot confirms
 
the above.  Its effect will be relatively significant if other impor­
tant noises at higher absorbances such as analyte absorption noise and
 
background emission noise are small.
 
Other factors besides wavelength are involved.  For example,
 
even though Na is a stronger emitter than Ca, the relative effect of
 
analyte emission noise is less for Na because the Na lamp is more
 
intense and a smaller PMT gain can be used.  For As, although the
 
resonance line is below 200 nm, the use of a larger PMT gain and
 
spectral bandpass and a 1000-ppm solution at the highest absorbance
 
measured results in significant analyte emission at the highest absor­
bances.  For Ca it can be seen from figures 9 and 10 that use of the
 
hotter N 0/C H  flame is disadvantageous with respect to precision
 2 2 2
 
of analyses because of the greater magnitude of background and analyte
 
emission noise.  The emission noise from Ca is so large that aA/A
 
begins to increase before A = 1  in both flames.
 
In figure 32 the 0% T noise amplitude for a standard Cu run is
 
plotted versus its frequency.  There is no 1/f (inverse frequency)
 
dependency.  The area from 0 to 0.5 Hz gives 7 x 10
-5  V predicted
 
-5
 noise versus the observed 7 x 10 V.
 
E  '  and a  '  (100% T noises).  This measurement is made with the flame
 
rt  rt
 
off, but with the lamp on.  It includes the 0% T' noises, of course, as
 
well as those contributed by the lamp such as lamp flicker noise (giEr)
 
and signal shot noise (mGKEr).
 
The lamp flicker factor is generally about 2 - 4 x 10-4.  For a
 
a 1.0 V signal (the usual 100% T condition), this gives a standard
 
deviation of 2 - 4 x 10-4 V, which is just ten times the noise in the
 
0% T'.  For the less intense lamps (ir < 2 x 10-12 A), the lamp flicker
 
is generally significantly greater than 4 x 10-4.  Although no simple
 
relationship exists, it does appear that the lower the intensity, the
 
higher the lamp flicker is.
 
The relative signal shot noise ranges from 1.2 - 14 x 10-4 V and
 
varies inversely with the square root of the intensity of the lamp, so
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it too will increase as the intensity of the lamp decreases.  Generally
 
the shot noise is about 1/3 to 1/2 of the source flicker component.
 
Since double-beam systems, background correctors, complex light paths
 
(large numbers of mirrors and lenses) or narrow slits decrease the
 
available light they will increase the relative 100% T' noise if the
 
signal shot noise is significant, though for the measurements presented
 
in this thesis, there will generally be little increase in 100% T'
 
noise with a moderate (e.g., a factor of two to four) decrease in light
 
level.
 
In figure 32 the noise power spectrum for the 100% T' noise shows
 
that there is little or no 1/f noise, for the Cu lamp at least.  This
 
is contrary to the observations of Dolidsey and Lebedev (38), whose
 
lamps drifted significantly over their measurement time.  The signal
 
shot noise is two to three times lower than the flicker noise, so it is
 
not surprising that in our noise power spectra the line describing the
 
shot noise contribution is four to nine times less than those describing
 
the total noise.  Since we see a white spectral component in the noise
 
power spectra, it must be concluded that there is an excess noise
 
which is white.  This was observed to be the case for the 100% T,
 
5 ppm Cu, and filter spectra as well.  The area from 0 to 0.5 Hz gives
 
a a  = 7 x  10-4 V versus the experimental value of 4.8 x 10-4 V from
 
rt 
'
 
table VII.  This is within the expected error of the measurements.
 
E  and a  (100% T noises).  For this measurement the lamp and flame

rt  rt
 
are on and the blank is aspirating.  The 100% T' and 0% T noises
 
discussed previously are included but in addition flame transmission
 
-4
 
flicker noise (E2) will be added.  art varies from 3.6 - 40 x 10 V
 
while E2 varies from 2.6 - 37 x 10-4 V.
 
From table VII it is apparent that the 100% T noise usually has
 
a significant component from the flame transmission flicker  (i.e.,  art
 
is about equal to or slightly greater than the lamp flicker
 art').
  2
 
(E ), and therefore the ffame transmission flicker noise is two to three
 
times as great as the shot noise contribution.  In general the more
 
absorbing the flame, the higher the flame transmission noise.  This is
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illustrated by the dependence of the flame transmission flicker noise
 
on the absorbance of the flame with flame stoichiometry varied as
 
shown in figure 33 for Zn.  Zn was chosen because its resonance line
 
is in a region where the flame has a significant absorbance.
 
Thus, the problem for elements with resonance lines below 250 nm
 
is multifold.  Low intensity resonance lines mean high shot noise, and
 
we also found it meant higher lamp flicker.  It (coincidently) means
 
the element's resonance line is probably in a region with a high flame
 
transmission flicker noise as well.  As and Se show this trend well.
 
These problems are also some of the reason for not doing the non­
metals by AA, which would be even further in the UV.
 
In order to get some idea of how other factors than flame
 
absorbance control flame transmission flicker, a few additional experi­
ments were conducted.  Early in the research it was noted that shielding
 
the flame from turbulent air currents (such as opening and closing doors
 
near the unprotected flame) improved the flame transmission flicker,
 
since in the limit the flame could be moved in and out of the light
 
path.  For the Varian AA-6 the flame is enclosed in a compartment so
 
this was not a problem..  For many elements- which form refractory oxides
 
in the flame it has been noted that using an inert gas sheath gives 
an improved sensitivity (39).  It was thought that by sheathing with 
N2  an improvement might be obtained for the precision as well as the 
sensitivity if flame turbulence was a problem, as sheathing might
 
protect the flame from air currents.  No improvement in the transmis­
sion flicker noise was observed, and at high sheath gas flow rates the
 
flicker became drastically worse (until the flame itself "lifted off"
 
the burner).  An improvement was obtained in the sensitivity for V and
 
Ti by about a factor of two, but again, no improvement in the precision.
 
To determine if C2 depended on the matrix, solutions with high
 
salt concentrations were aspirated while observing the Ni 232 nm line.
 
NaC1 has a molecular absorption maximum at this wavelength (40), and
 
NaNO  and other alkali salts have significant absorption there.  The
 
3 
flicker might be expected to increase if the absorption has the same
 
affect as increasing flame absorption did for Zn.  Various
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Figure 33  Dependence of A and  on Flame Stoichiometry for Zn
 
a. Ezversus stoichiometry
 
b. A versus stoichiometry
 
The normal conditions were employed for the analysis except
 
for varying flame stoichiometry.
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concentrations up to the point the nebulizer clogged were aspirated
 
for both NaC1 and NaNO  The results of the highest concentrations

3.
 
are presented in table X and show that molecular absorbance by matrix
 
components has little affect on transmission flicker.
 
In table XI the affect of particulate, refractory solids (Si02
 
and Al2 0  ) on the 100% T noise for Zn is presented.  One might expect
 
3
 
the flame transmission flicker to get worse due to particulate matter
 
scattering the light beam.  There was a slight Zn contamination from
 
the Al2 0  used creating a slight absorbance (the solutions themselves

3
 
have no absorbance) but there was still no significant difference
 
between the flame transmission flickers for the three solutions.
 
A H  hollow cathode lamp was used to measure the flame trans­
2
 
mission flicker factor (E2) at the As and Zn wavelengths with the
 
same procedure used for metal hollow cathodes.  The values of E2
 
measured agree well with the values obtained with the respective
 
metal hollow cathodes.  The source flicker factor (E  )  for the H  lamp

2
 
is about 1  x  10-3 and hence this lamp cannot be used to evaluate E2
 
for most elements since E2 < 1  x  10-3.  El for the H2 lamp is very
 
dependent on lamp position in the turret holder and appears to be
 
less for larger slit widths, possibly because a larger part of the
 
source image is viewed.  (See discussion of slit widths under
 
Instrumental Variables for more on this point.)  The flame transmission
 
flicker factor was also measured for As in the air/C H  flame and
 
2 2
 -2
 
found to be 1.4 x 10  .  This clearly points out the disadvantage of
 
the air/C H  flame compared to the more transmitting N 0/C H  flame
 
2 2  2 2 2
 
for As and the general trend that E2 increases with flame absorbance.
 
The noise power spectrum for the 100% T noise for Cu is shown in
 
figure 32 and is very similar to the 100% T' spectrum for Cu, as
 
expected since Cu does not have a significant flame transmission flicker
 
noise.  In figure 34 the noise power spectrum of the 100% T signal for
 
three different flame stoichiometries and hence absorbances for Zn are
 
presented.  As expected, the 1/f component, usually related to the
 
flicker noises, increases as the absorbance increases (higher fuel to
 
oxidant ratio).
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Table X.  Effect of Absorbing Matrix on Flame Transmission Flicker
 
3
 
Blank  /E T) x 10  A
 
t rt
 
H2O  2.1  0
 
3% NaNO  1.8  0.0025
 
3
 
15% NaNO3  2.5  0.013
 
5% NaC1  3.4  0.015
 
Data taken at the Ni 232 nm line.
 
Table XI.  Effect of Particulate Matter on Precision
 
Blank
  (art/ErtT/ x 103
 
H2O
  1.9-3.2
 
SiO
  1.7-1.9
 
2
 
A1203
  2.6-3.3
 
0.05 g of solid dispersed in 100 ml H2O for each.  Observed at the
 
Zn 214 nm line.
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Figure 34	 Noise Power Spectra of the 100% T Signal  of Zn for
 
Varying Flame Stoichiometries
 
a.  Air/C2H2 ratio = 10/2.5  (1/min.)
 
b.  Air/C2H2 ratio = 10/3.4  (1/min.)
 
c.  Air/C H  ratio = 10/3.9  (1/min.)
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E  and a  (analyte).  For this measurement the analyte is aspirated

st  st
 
into the flame with the lamp on.  All of the previous noise sources
 
and analyte absorption flicker noise contribute to ast.  As mentioned
 
previously, the fluorescence contribution will be negligible,
 
especially with the slot burner.
 
From table VII it is apparent that the analyte absorption flicker
 
(E  )0 is essentially the same for all of the elements, or about 1%
 
3  .2
 
RSD for a one second integration time.  In the precision plots the
 
dominance of analyte absorption noise is apparent as a flat line across
 
the center of the plot for most of the elements followed by a decrease
 
in a /A due to the negative deviation in the calibration curve.  Aside
 
A

from absorbances below 0.2 A, where flame transmission, lamp flicker,
 
and shot noises are significant, and above 1.5 A where flame background
 
or analyte emission noises dominate, analyte absorption flicker is
 
the dominant source of noise for most all of the elements over the
 
most useful analytical region.
 
Figure 35 shows typical plots of the raw data taken over a 50
 
second period that were used for the noise power spectra presented in
 
figure 32.  The low frequency nature of the 1/f noise in the analyte
 
flicker limited conditions (5 ppm Cu) is apparent even in the raw data.
 
In the noise power spectra in figure 32 for the 5 ppm Cu data we see
 
this strong 1/f component, though it is not as sharp as for the flame
 
transmission flicker.  Note that the filter data is taken at about
 
the same light level, but there is much less noise due to absence of
 
the analyte absorption noise.  Note also that there appears to be a
 
white flicker component above 2 Hz which is not shot noise.  For the
 
integration under the curve from 0 to 0.5 Hz, the aA/A calculated
 
equals 0.84% RSD, in good agreement with the 0.70% predicted from
 
table VII.  The integration from 0 to 0.05 Hz gives 0.28% RSD, or just
 
1/3-of that obtained with a one second integration.
 
Since  )  is independent of element wavelength and type of
 
3  00.2
 
flame, the mechanisms causing analyte absorption flicker must be
 
inherent in the design of the aspirator-burner system.  Temperature
 
fluctuations in the flame would cause a fluctuation in the distribution
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Figure 35	 Raw Data for 0% T, 100% T, and 5 ppm Cu used to
 
calculate Noise Power Spectra.
 
Data taken at 20 Hz and normalized to same full scale.
 
(Amplitudes should therefore not be compared.)  Portions
 
of data shown correspond to about 10 s intervals.
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of the population of the analyte metal among the different forms
 
(neutral ground state atoms, excited ground state atoms, ions, or
 
molecular species) in the flame (42) which in turn would cause a
 
fluctuation in the absorbance.  Fluctuations due to this cause would
 
be different for various elements.  Since this is not the case, this
 
particular effect of temperature fluctuations must not be critical.
 
This result supports that of Alkemade's (41) in which he notes for
 
flame emission the fluctuations in flame temperature are not the
 
significant source of noise.
 
Besides fluctuations in flame temperature, a second possibility
 
might be a stocastic fluctuation in the number of droplets, similar
 
tothe "shot noises" (43).  If there were on the average 10,000
 
droplets/sec passing by the viewed volume element in the flame, the
 
RSD expected would be VI0 UN/10,000 = 1%.  A theoretical calculation
 
of the expected RSD can be made if we assume a typical 2 um droplet
 
12
 
size (44) which corresponds to 4.2 x 10  cc/droplet.  Since the flow
 
rate for the Varian is about 4 ml/min, with about 5% nebulization
 
efficiency, the flow rate of solution to the flame is 0.2 cc/min.
 
With a 50% lamp duty cycle the viewed solution per unit time is
 
-3
 
1.7 x 10  cc/sec and the number of droplets viewed per unit time is
 
1.7 x 10-3 cc/sec divided by 4.2 x 10-12 cc/droplet which equals
 
4.0 x 108 droplets/sec.  The slit width determines the volume element
 
viewed.  For a 0.2 nm spectral bandpass, we have a slit width of
 
-2
 
6 x 10
-2 mm, which gives a fraction of about 6 x  10  mm/2 mm, where
 
2 mm = the width of the flame at the height the light beam passes
 
through the flame.  This gives 1.2 x 107 droplets viewed, or about
 
Hence,theoretically this
 a 0.03% RSD if this were the limiting factor.
 
"shot" effect is negligible.
 
The possibility of the shot effect was evaluated experimentally
 
by changing the number of droplets viewed in a number of ways for Na
 
solutions under analyte absorption noise limited conditions.  This
 
was done by rotating the burner by  90° (which reduces the path length
 
and viewed volume element by about a factor of ten), by varying the
 
nebulizer flow rate from about 0.2 to 8 ml/min and  hence the number
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of droplets entering the flame, or by changing the spectral bandpass
 
from 0.05 nm to 1 nm which varies the viewed volume element and the
 
number of droplets per unit time by as much as a factor of 20.  The
 
flow rate was varied with a Varian variable flow rate nebulizer by
 
restricting the flow rate by pinching the capillary tube and by force
 
feeding.  This force feeding was accomplished via a pressurized
 
vessel made from a small, sealable jar (baby food meat jar) with a
 
nebulizer tube connected through the lid to the nebulizer and a nitro­
gen gas control box used with the Varian carbon rod.  No significant
 
change in precision was observed for any of these experiments which
 
supports the theoretical calculations that the number of droplets
 
is not limiting.
 
Besides testing for the effect of the number of droplets viewed,
 
the force feed experiment was meant to smooth out the fluctuations
 
due to the nebulizer by controlling the flow of solution into the
 
nebulizer.  As mentioned above, no improvement was obtained.  After
 
some reflection, the above data did not seem so surprising since there
 
is little reason to believe the nitrogen regulator is better than
 
either the fuel or oxidant regulators, and the shearing process was
 
still being carried out by the air flow past the nebulizer tip.
 
Nothing could be done. about this, since almost all commercial nebulizers
 
employ this method.  However, it was thought that by varying the
 
shearing properties (essentially the viscosity of the analyte solution),
 
a new handle could be obtained on the problem.
 
Two approaches were taken to change the solution viscosity.
 
First large concentrations of an inert, but soluble compound were added
 
to a Cu solution limited by analyte flicker (3% NaC1 and 4% LiB02 were
 
used for this study).  No significant change from the usual precision
 
was obtained.  A similar study employing a solution of glycerin with
 
a viscosity nearly 100 times that of water, as well as an acetone
 
solution with a viscosity 1/3 of water's did not give a significant
 
change in the precision characteristics.  The Cu solutions were all
 
adjusted to give an A a 0.5.
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It has been suggested (45) that bubbles forming in the capillary
 
delivery tube are the source of analyte flicker noise.  An improvement
 
was obtained for those workers by first boiling their solutions to
 
drive off the dissolved gases.  Although no bubbles had ever been
 
noted in our capillary tubes, a solution of 1  ppm Na was boiled and
 
compared to an unboiled 1  ppm Na solution.  No improvement in the
 
precision was obtained.  A private communication with the Perkin-Elmer
 
representatives indicated that the boiling of the solution was only
 
required if the solutions had recently been prepared.  Letting the
 
solutions sit overnight had the same affect as boiling them.
 
Another suggestion by Varian was to aspirate about a 0.1% solution
 
of Triton X-100 as a blank.  No improvement was obtained by this method
 
either.  The same manufacturer also suggests cleaning the burner itself
 
to improve the precision.  Precision is worsened if it is not routinely
 
maintained, possibly due to contamination on the chamber walls from
 
previous solutions.  The adjustment of the nebulizer ball itself, for
 
instance, should be periodically checked while cleaning it, as a serious
 
misalignment can cause the precision to deteriorate, though usually the
 
loss in sensitivity is more apparent than the change in precision.
 
In order to check the hypothesis that the variable oxidant flow
 
rate past the nebulizer is the cause of the analyte flicker, a 5 liter
 
metal ballast tank was installed between the automatic gas box and the
 
nebulizer.  Since the nebulizer acts as a restrictor, the tank will
 
become pressurized to the 40 lbs set at the tank regulator, but will
 
act to buffer out pressure fluctuations from the gas tank and gas box
 
regulators.  In fact since it takes at least a minute and a half to
 
depressurize the tank through the nebulizer versus the usual three to
 
five seconds  (this is a 20 to 30 longer time constant), about a
 
factor of five (square root of the increased time constant) improvement
 
is expected.  No change in the precision curve for Cu was observed
 
which implies that improper gas regulation is mot a major cause of
 
analyte absorption noise.
 
Although other studies, such as the effect of burner position,
 
flame shielding, flame stoichiometry, and slit width or height (volume
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element viewed) were not undertaken with the express purpose of getting
 
at the analyte flicker, it was discovered incidently that none of
 
these parameters, when varied over the usual ranges, had any signifi­
cant effect on the analyte absorption flicker.  The data for these
 
experiments appears under the discussion of the effect of instrumental
 
parameters, and further analysis of the data will be left until then.
 
A final test of the nature of the analyte flicker noise was
 
undertaken to see if it was a dominant source of noise for AE and AF,
 
as well as AA under the same instrumental conditions.
 
The analyte flicker in AF and AE.  AA, AE, and AF are similar in many
 
respects because they all rely on probing the neutral ground state
 
atomic population produced by a flame nebulizer system.  The dynamic
 
nature of the flame, gas flow rates, and nebulization variations will
 
affect all three techniques.  Many of the noises identified for AA,
 
such as amplifier-readout noise, dark current noise, background
 
emission noise, and signal shot noise will be important to different
 
degrees in all three techniques.  All the sources of noise and the
 
equations describing the dependence of the RSD of the analytical
 
signal on the analytical signal and noise sources for AF and AE are
 
presented in Appendix III.  Since the particular concern here is to
 
learn more about analyte absorption noise, the emphasis will be on
 
the noise characteristics well above the detection limit.  For AA it
 
has been established in this thesis that at absorbances above 0.1,
 
analyte absorption noise is limiting except at high concentrations
 
where background and analyte emission noise become limiting.  Other
 
workers in our lab (46) have established that in AE, background
 
emission noise is limiting near the detection limit and confirmed that
 
analyte emission flicker noise is dominant at higher analyte emission
 
signals and not analyte emission shot noise.  In AF, amplifier-readout
 
noise, dark current noise, background emission noise, or scattering
 
noise can be limiting near the detection limit, while analyte fluores­
cence signal shot noise, source flicker noise, or analyte emission  noise
 
can be limiting at higher analyte concentrations.
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A series of Cu solutions of different concentrations were
 
determined by AA, AE, AF in an air/hydrogen  flame with a Meker burner.
 
Measurements were made under identical conditions in all cases except
 
for the position of the lamp, its current, and the PMT voltage used.
 
The same PMT voltage was employed for AE and AF.  The signals,
 
standard deviations, and RSD's are presented in table XII, as well as
 
the instrumental conditions used.  The calibration curves are plotted
 
in figure 36.  Cu was selected since it provides a significant signal
 
for all three methods in the air/hydrogen flame.  The RSD in all cases
 
is relatively high near the detection limit as expected, decreases
 
until about a concentration of 10 ppm, and then is relatively indepen­
dent of the signal.  This is the analyte flicker limited region for
 
each, and it is about 1% RSD for each case!  As might be expected in
 
hindsight, the same source of error dominates each method over the
 
most analytically useful region.
 
The AA RSD decreases at 250 ppm and above due to the negative
 
deviation in the calibration curve as previously noted.  No such
 
effect is observed for AE or AF and the RSD appears to increase
 
slightly at the highest concentrations for AF.  The S/N calculations
 
as well as the dependence of the RSD on the signal show that for AE
 
above 10 ppm the analyte emission noise is dominated by flicker noise
 
and not shot noise.  S/N calculations for the AF measurements show that
 
the analyte fluorescence signal shot noise, analyte emission noise, and
 
source flicker noise are negligible, and hence analyte fluorescence
 
flicker noise is dominant above 10 ppm.  Note that the AA data were
 
taken with a totally different type of burner head, geometry, and
 
flame than for previous measurements yet the RSD due to analyte absorp-'
 
tion noise is still the same.
 
For AE, we had initially predicted that the RSD in the emission
 
signal would decrease at higher concentrations where the calibration
 
curve exhibited significant negative deviation as it does for AA.  The
 
same relative fluctuation in the population of neutral ground state
 
atoms and hence of the electronically excited atoms would cause a
 
smaller observable relative fluctuation in the emission signal if the
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Table XII.  Copper Calibration and Precision Data for AE, AF, and AA
 
M
 AE  AF
 
Concentration  s  %RSD  X  s  %RSD  X  s  !MD
 
.125  0.0009  0.0008  - 0.0013  0.00034  29  0.0015  0.0005  30
 
.5  0.0008  0.0010  - 0.0039  0.0005  12  0.0065  9.0105  8.0
 
1.25  0.0034  0.0014  42  0.0088  0.0005  5.7  0.0149  0.0907  4.6
 
5  0.0200  0.0010  5.0  0.0311  0.0009  2.9  0.0526  0.0009  1.8
 
12.5  0.0539  0.0010  1.9  0.0738  0.0013  1.7  0.1380  0.3124  1.7
 
25  0.0994  0.0016  1.6  0.1233  0.0016  1.3  0.2672  0.0052  1.9
 
50  0.1682  0.0018  1.1  0.1808  0.0022  1.2  0.5051  0.0092  1.9
 
125  0.2824  0.0031  1.1  0.2199  0.0028  1.3  1.066  1.0129  1.2
 
250  0.3412  0.0044  1.3  0.2046  0.0037  1.8  1.414  0.0037  0.26
 
500  0.4226  0.0073  1.3  0.1506  0.0040  2.7  1.582  0.0008  0.048
 
1000  0.5139  0.0073  1.5  0.1177  0.0048  4.0  1.594  0.0010  0.065
 
All measurements at 2 cm burner height, 1.0 nm = s, 1 cm slit height, Meker burner
 
3/5 = H2/Air.  AF = 20 mA lamp, AA = 3 mA lamp.  Eptif equals 500 V for AF and
 
AE and and 287 V for AA.
 
For AE Ebe = 0.0175 V. a 6 x 10-4 V, (ae)(14.s for 1000 ppm = 6 x 10-4 V, Ee = 1.1 x 10:2

be
 
For AF (Eb+c)f = 0.00165, (ab+d)f = 2.5 x 10-4 V,  1.9 x 10-3 V for 1000 ppm.

aet
 
(af)(14.s for 1000 ppm = 3 x 10 4 V, aR = 1.8 x 10-3, mGKE1 = 1.1 x.10-4
 
El = 1.6 x 10 3, Ef = 1.2 x 102
 
For AA art' = 4.1 x 10 4. aoti . 3.1 x 10 5, El = 3.8 x 10-4,  6.9 x 10-4,

art
 
a  3.0 x 10 5. E2 = 5.6 x 10 4, E3 = 1.3 x 10-2
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Figure 36  Calibration Curves for Cu by AA, AE, and AF in an Air /C2H2 Flame.
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signal is no longer proportional to the neutral  ground state population.
 
In fact, at higher concentrations the emission signal is proportional
 
to the square root of the analyte or atomic population (47).
 
It must be remembered that the negative deviation for AE is
 
caused by self-absorption so that noise in the emission signal at high
 
concentrations is due to not only the inherent noise in the flame
 
emission, but also due to the fluctuations in the self-absorption and
 
hence actually analyte absorption flicker noise.
  In other words, the
 
flame acts like a filter with fluctuating transmission characteristics
 
for the emission signal.
 This effect can be qualitatively treated
 
with a simple model in which the average photon emitted by an analyte
 
atom in the viewed volume element of the flame travels through half
 
the path length of the flame or experiences an absorbance equal to half
 
that concentration measured in the AA mode.  Analyte absorption noise
 
flicker causes a constant relative fluctuation in the absorbance (in
 
the linear part of the curve), but a fluctuation in transmittance
 
given by 2.303  A (26) which is what the analyte emission signal
 
experiences.  Hence as the analyte concentration increases, so does A,
 
and the relative fluctuation in the transmittance of the emission
 
signal increases and apparently compensates for the decrease in RSD
 
due to the non-linearity of the calibration curve such that the
 
observed RSD in the emission signal stays relatively constant.
 
Alkemade (41) noted from noise power spectra studies and related
 
measurements that for K the RSD in the emission signal remained constant
 
at higher emission signals, despite the presence of self-absorption.
 
He therefore drew the conclusion that he was not limited by noise from
 
the nebulizer, as he expected  the  RSD  to  decrease  self-
 as
 
absorption became significant.
  He therefore apparently considered the
 
degree of self-absorption to be a constant when it in fact fluctuates
 
with time.
 
Similar factors are involved when the model is applied to AF, since
 
self - absorption will also occur there.  In addition, the inner filter
 
effect must be considered since part of the hollow cathode radiation will
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be absorbed before it reaches the volume element that is excited and
 
viewed.  This causes the decrease in fluorescence signal at higher
 
concentrations as illustrated in the calibration curve in figure 36.
 
The RSD due to the inherent analyte fluorescence flicker noise would
 
be expected to decrease as the calibration curve bends off.  Apparently
 
this effect is cancelled out by fluctuations in the inner filter
 
effect and self-absorption which increase with concentration.
 
Finally, noise power spectra were run for the AE and AF signals
 
as well as the AA signal on the Meker burner for Cu.  The solutions
 
were selected in each case so that the signal was limited by the
 
analyte flicker (12.5 ppm for AE and AA, and 50 ppm for AF).  In
 
figure 37 we can see that each technique demonstrates a strong 1/f
 
component usually correlated with a flicker noise.  The area under the
 
curve from 0 to 0.5 Hz agrees reasonably well with the observed
 
standard deviation for each of the methods for one second measurements.
 
The similarity of the frequency dependence of the noise for each
 
method implies a common source for the analyte flicker noises, as
 
predicted.
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Figure 37	 Noise Power Spectra for Cu by AA, AE, and AF in an
 
Air/H2 Flame.
 
Average of 2  3 noise power spectra used for each.
 
Amplifier gain = 10 for secondary amplifier.
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Instrumental Variables
 
For the practicing analyst or the technician operating the AA,
 
the real value of this work will be in what recommendations can be
 
made for optimizing his instrument's variables to obtain the best
 
possible precision in the least amount of time.  This section deals
 
with how the variables commonly adjustable on an AA affect the precision
 
and how they can be optimized for the best precision depending on the
 
measured absorbances.  This will illustrate the interdependence between
 
variables as well as provide more information about the nature of the
 
noises.
 
Three precision plot regions can be identified based upon the
 
dominant noise sources, which are shown in figure 38.  Region I covers
 
absorbance from the detection limit up to about 0.1 A, and corresponds
 
to the flame transmission and lamp flicker and signal shot noise limited
 
region.  Region II extends from 0.1 A up to 1.0 or 1.5 A, where region
 
III takes over.  Region II is entirely dominated by analyte absorption
 
flicker noise in most cases, and region III by the emission noises
 
(either flame background or analyte).  Since different noises dominate
 
different regions, we might well expect different instrumental
 
conditions would give the optimum S/N depending upon where one was
 
working.  We will now deal with the optimization of these conditions
 
in each region.
 
Lamp Current.  Higher lamp currents mean higher intensities and less
 
relative signal shot noise and emission noises, but they lead to reduced
 
lamp life and often reduced sensitivities and larger negative deviations
 
in the calibration curve due to increased self-absorption and line
 
broadening in the lamp.  If signal shot noise was limiting, increased
 
lamp current would improve precision.  However for the Varian AA-6
 
for the elements tested, signal shot noise is never a dominant noise
 
source at any absorbance at normally used currents.  In region I
 
increased lamp current could improve precision and detection limits
 
only if source flicker noise was reduced as a dominant noise source.
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ABSORBANCE 
Figure 38	 Hypothetical Precision Plot Demonstrating Precision
 
Regions.
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The lamp flicker factor, El, varies from about 2 x 10-4 to
 
2 x 10-3 for the elements tested.  El would be expected to vary with
 
lamp current, since this should effect the dynamic nature of the
 
sputtering of the hollow cathode surface, as well as the degree of self-

absorption.  In table XIII, data for a few elements are presented to
 
show the relationship between the lamp current and the lamp flicker
 
factor, El.  Generally, the higher the current, the lower the lamp
 
flicker.  It is necessary to balance this reduction in noise gained
 
by a reduced lamp flicker against the possible reduced sensitivity
 
suffered at high lamp currents and hence in region I one must optimize
 
a /A or a /A for best precision.  In table XIII the product of the

A rt

sensitivity and the lamp flicker factor  is calculated for the elements.
 
This product will be proportional to the detection limit or inversely
 
There is usually
 proportional to the precision at small absorbances.
 
a minima somewhere near 6 - 7 mA, but since for a few elements such as
 
Fe this is clearly not the minimum, it is necessary to determine the
 
(Even different lamps for the same element
 optimum for each element.
 
ought to be different, depending upon the cathode sputtering properties
 
and age of the lamp.)  Note that by increasing the lamp current one
 
can expect as much as a factor of 2 - 4 improvement over the usual
 
precision depending on the element even if source flicker noise is the
 
dominant noise source.
 
For work in region II (moderate absorbances, the usual  analytical
 
region) low to moderate lamp currents will be the best.  There, lamp
 
flicker noise is not limiting and the lamp current will not affect
 
the precision or S/N though it will affect which concentrations have
 
Lower lamp currents will often reduce the degree
 the optimum precision.
 
of non-linearity of calibration curves and increase lamp life.  However,
 
region III (where there will be an increase in aA/A) may start at lower
 
concentrations for lower lamp currents.
 
In region III, lower lamp signals will decrease the lamp signal
 
Therefore,
 to emission noise ratio and hence decrease the precision.
 
higher lamp currents may be advantageous but this must be balanced
 
against larger negative deviations so that aA/A or actually ac/c should
 5 
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Table XIII.	  Dependence of Sensitivity Lamp Flicker Product on
 
Lamp Current
 
Zn	  Cd
 
4 5	  a 4
 
Current  m  EI x 10  m El x 10 Current  m  El x 10  m El x 10
 
a a	  a a
 
2  .012  17  2.0  3  .011  28  3.1
 
5  .017  10  1.7  7  .015  5.8  0.9
 
10  .025  9.4  2.4  12  .022  5.1  1.1
 
15	  .034  7.7  2.6
 
-4  -4
 
Shot noise for 2 mA = 14 x 10 V  Shot noise for 3 mA = 13 x 10 V
 
Na  Fe
 
a  5  a 4 5
 
Current  ma  EI x 104  maCi x 10 Current  ma  EI x 10  m EI x 10
 
a
 
1  (.0015)b  15  0.23  2  .060  9.4  5.6
 
3  (.0020)b  6.0  0.12  6  .062  5.6  3.5
 
6  .0030  2.6  0.08  15  .080  2.0  1.6
 
10  .0065  2.5  0.16
 
-4  -4

Shot noise for 1 mA = 7.6 x 10 V  Shot noise for 2 mA = 17 x 10 V
 
a
 Data from Varian (48)
 
b
 Values extrapolated from Varian data
 
All data at s = 0.2 nm, 10 mm slit height
 
m  = that concentration which gives a 99% T
 
a
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be optimized.  Data for Ca in Table XIV (S =0.2 nm at 3 and 7 mA)
 
illustrate that increasing the lamp current and reducing the gain will
 
improve adA at high absorbances where analyte emission noise is
 
limiting.
 
The overall effect of lamp current is shown in table XV  and
 
figures 28 and 29 for Ti run at two different lamp currents.  At 20 mA,
 
ten times as much light is emitted as at 5 mA, reducing the shot noise
 
by the square root of ten.  Since c1 is the dominant noise in region I
 
and is the same for both currents, and g3 is dominant in region III,
 
there is little difference between the two currents.  Note that this
 
does not agree with the other lamp current data.  At high concentrations
 
where emission becomes significant, we see that the emission noise is
 
30 times greater for the 5 mA current although region III is never
 
reached in the precision plots.
 
Slit width.  Increasing the slit width increases the radiant power
 
impingent on the photomultiplier and hence reduces the relative amount
 
of signal shot at all absorbances.  However, as previously mentioned
 
signal shot noise is not a dominant noise source in the measurements
 
presented at typical slit widths at any absorbance.  Wider slits
 
also increase the background and analyte emission signals, and hence
 
the-absolute amount of emission noises.  For many elements, increasing
 
the slit width lets through lines other than the desired resonance
 
line from the hollow cathode, which reduces sensitivity and causes
 
more severe negative deviations.  The effect of slit width on source
 
and flame transmission flicker had not been previously studied.
 
In region I, wider slits would help if the relative amount of
 
source or flame transmission noise was reduced.  In table XVI the depen­
dency of the lamp flicker (gi) and flame transmission flicker (E2) on
 
the slit width for Zn is shown.  Note that there is a slight improvement
 
in both flicker factors (about a factor of two).  Wider slits might
 
be expected to provide some improvement since the wider slits mean a
 
larger portion of the hollow cathode image and flame is viewed and
 
spatial inhomogeneities would be averaged out.  Any reduction in noise
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Table XIV.  Dependence of the RSD on Slit Height, Width, and Lamp
 
Current for Ca
 
Slit Height  A  .E  Lamp Current
 aA/A  e  PMT
 
(mm)  for 100 ppm  (mA)
 
b
 10  2.5%  2.44  - 287.4  7
 
4  1.4%  2.43  1.78  287.4  7
 
2  0.95%  2.45  0.94  287.4  7
 
1  0.44%  2.51  0.45  287.4  7
 
All values above were taken at s = 0.2 nm.
 
Spectral	  E  E Lamp Current
 all/A  e  PMT
 
Bandpass (nm)
 
b
 0.5  2.3%  2.18  - 336.2  4.5
 
0.2	  0.82%  2.45  0.94  287.4  7
 
b
 0.2  7.51%  1.68  - 457.0  3
 
0.1  1.28%  2.94  0.89  336.2  7
 
All values above were taken at a slit = 2 mm.
 
a
 
Measured in the emission mode.
 
b

Values off scale
 Table XV.  Noise Parameters for Elements under Different Instrumental Conditions
 
4
 4 4
 
-3  13  4  4  4  4  x10
4 
1)(10
4 
a  x10  a x10  a x10  04
 
Element  mx10 i  x10 a  'x10  a rtx 10  t1x10  E2x1O  (a  )	  ot  be  e  (00 2x
 r q+s  ot
 r  rt
 
0.6  0.6  1.0  80
 1.6  0.2
 6.1  4.2  4.4
 Al 309  0.30  133  4.5
 
0.2  0.3  0.2  4.5  80
 
4.3  5.8  4.0  4.0  1.5
 Al 396  0.24  167
 
1.5  12  37
 0.4  1.5
 
Ca Air  2.3  17  7.0  7.0  4.6  4.0
 
74	  130
 3.8  0.4  10  10
 
Ca N 0  2.1  19  9.3  12  7.9
 
2
  0.7  0.7  1.1  75
 
40  4.8  4.5  3.4  2.7  0.2
 Cu 1-s  1.0
 
0.4	  35
 0.1  0.2  0.2
 
Cu 10-s  1.0  40  3.1  3.1  2.9  - 0.9
 
3.0  5.8  59
 2.6  3.8  1.8  0.4  3.0
 
Mg Air  0.41  98  3.5  5.0
 
1.1  1.0 0 80
 
Mg N 0  0.41  98  3.5  7.9  2.6  7.0  1.8  0.4
 
2
 
Ni 232  3.3/4.4  12/9.1  15  18  14  9.6  4.7/5.4  0.2  1.1  1.1  0  90
 
0	  71
 0.6  0.6
 40	  9.9  22  9.5  20  2.7  0.2
 
29  43  19  36  11/14  0.7  35  35  25
 
Ni 341  1.0
 
Se Air  22/34  1.8/1.2
 
-

90	  0.5  100  100  ­
Se N20 0  22/25  1.8/1.6  22  93  19
 
27  70
 0.5  0.5
 4.2  0.1
 14
 16  11
 Ti 5 mA  2.5  16
 
70
 0.2  0.1  0.9
 1.5  0.1
 Ti 20 mA  0.24  167  18  19  18
 
110
 0.6
  - 10
 Mn 0.05 nm  16  2.5  - 12
 
- 90
 0.6
 2.6
 6.3
 Mn 0.2 nm  1.7  24
 
110
 0.5
 - 1.3
 6.2
 Mn 1.0 nm  0.17  235
 
130
 
Zn 1-s  5.0/7.4  8.0/5.4  9.8  17  8.0  15  5.7/6.9  0.4
 
50
 3.3  3.7  1.8/2.2
 Zn 10-s  5.0/7.4  8.0/5.4  3.8  5	  0.1
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Table XVI. Dependence of Lamp Flicker (El) and Flame Flicker (2) on
 
Slit Width for Zn
 
Spectral
 
4 3
 
Bandpass  x 10  2 X  10  %T
 
(nm)
 
0.1  1.2  6.3  5%
 
0.2  7.2  6.2  18%
 
0.5  9.4  2.9  47%
 
1.0  4.8  3.1  100%
 
Data taken at 2 mm slit height
 
Shot noise for 0.1 mm spectral bandpass = 3.0.x 10-4
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must be balanced against a loss in sensitivity so that aA/A or art/A
 
must be optimized.  For most of the elements tested, changing the
 
spectral bandpass from 0.1 to 1.0 nm reduces the sensitivity by very
 
little except for a few elements.
 
In region II, since the measurements are limited by the analyte
 
absorption flicker, changing the slit width would not have much affect
 
on the precision.  The main advantage of a narrow slit would be to
 
improve the sensitivity for some elements so that lower concentrations
 
would be moved from region I to region II and their precision in an
 
analysis thus be improved.
 
In region III halving the slit width will reduce the lamp signal
 
and the analyte emission signal by a half and will cut the background
 
signal to a quarter of its original value'(assuming the background is
 
a continuum over the spectral bandpass).  This will increase the
 
relative analyte emission noise (ae/Er) if analyte emission shot noise
 
limited and give no improvement if analyte emission flicker noise
 
limited.  It will result in a decrease in the relative background
 
emission noise if background emission flicker noise limited and no
 
change if background emission shot noise limited.  Hence in region III,
 
the slit must be optimized for the lowest aA/A according to what noise
 
source is limiting.  For 100 ppm Ca, table XIV shows precision data for
 
different slit heights, widths, and lamp currents,  demonstrating
 
that the precision at the high absorbances is limited by analyte
 
emission flicker noise, since an improvement is not obtained by
 
reducing the slit width.  (Higher lamp currents and reduced slit heights
 
do give an improvement, as predicted if the precision is limited by
 
analyte emission flicker.)
 
In figure 39B the calibration curves for three different slits
 
for Mn are plotted.  The effect of these slits on the precision plots
 
appears in figure 39A.  Note that the apparent drastic improvement in
 
precision for the wider slit is an artifact of this plotting method, as
 
a plot of the RSD (ac/c) would have a constant RSD under analyte absorp­
tion noise limited conditions as previously discussed.  Note that the
 
sensitivity remains about the same for all the slits, except at the
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Figure 39
 
Part A.  Precision Plots for Mn at Different Slit Widths
 
Curve a taken with a slit giving 0.05 nm spectral bandpass
 
Curve b taken with a slit giving 0.2 nm spectral bandpass
 
Curve c taken with a slit giving 1.0 nm spectral bandpass
 
Curves with lower case letters consider all noise sources,
 
capitals consider all noise sources except analyte flicker
 
noise.
 
Part B.  Calibration Curves for Mn at Different Slit Widths
 
Curves a, b, and c are under the same conditions as above.
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higher absorbances, and that by using a narrower slit we actually
 
force lower and lower concentrations of the analyte to be limited by the
 
0% T noises rather than by the analyte absorption flicker noises, and
 
that as a result the higher concentrations cannot be determined
 
with as good a precision despite the improved linearity in the calibra­
tion curve.
 
Slit Height.  Slit height will have much the same effect as slit width
 
except for one important difference, slit width controls the spectral
 
bandpass as well as the volume element of the flame or the area of
 
the lamp image viewed, while slit height does only the latter. There­
fore, the slit height can be used to reduce the amount of light
 
reaching the PMT without changing the spectral distribution of the
 
light.
 
In table XVII the lamp and flame flickers for Zn are tabulated
 
versus the slit height.  The lamp flicker does not improve much with
 
larger slit heights than 2 - 4 mm, while the flame transmission flicker
 
does not seem to have any dependence on the slit height.  Note also the
 
relative amount of light passed at each slit height.  For Zn hollow
 
cathodes the image of the cathode surface focused on the slit is just
 
about 2 - 3 mm in diameter, so it makes sense that little is to be
 
gained by increasing the slit height much beyond 2 mm.  As happened for
 
the slit width, we might expect the flame flicker to get better with
 
the larger slit height, but the data does not support such a hypothesis.
 
However, the 2 mm slit height is about 13 times greater than the 0.2 nm
 
spectral bandpass, so the inhomogeneities of the flame may not be
 
significant at this level.
 
For region I at least a slit of 2 mm should be used, or whatever
 
the diameter of the hollow cathode image viewed.  In region II there
 
is little to be gained by either raising or lowering it, except that
 
some slight loss in sensitivity can take place if the slit height is
 
too large and the element's absorption properties are especially
 
position dependent in the flame (e.g., for K).  Finally, in region III
 
a short slit height would be useful to reduce the contribution from
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Table XVII.  Dependence of Lamp Flicker (1) and Flame Transmission
 
Flicker (2) on Slit Height for Zn
 
4 3
 
Slit Height  x 10  E2 X 10  7.T
 
(mm)
 
1  8.7  5.3  53%
 
2  7.4  7.8  83%
 
4  3.2  8.7  98%
 
10  4.1  5.7  100%
 
s = 0.5 nm
 
-4
 
Shot noise at 1 mm = 3.4 x 10
 
E2 obtained under fuel rich conditions
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the emission noises.  Reducing the slit height from 10 to 2 mm has
 
little effect on the lamp signal but can significantly reduce the
 
background or analyte emission signal and thereby improve the
 
precision when limited by emission flicker noise.  Table XIV verifies
 
these predictions for Ca.
 
Flame Type and Stoichiometry.  In figures 9 and 10 the precision plots
 
for Ca in an air-acetylene and nitrous oxide-acetylene flame are
 
presented.  The hotter nitrous oxide flame, used to break up the refrac­
tory compounds of Ca, also causes a great deal more analyte emission.
 
In table XVI the noise data for Ca and Mg in the two flames is
 
presented, and it is apparent that the flame background and analyte
 
emission noise is much worse in the nitrous oxide flame.  From the
 
flame emission data presented in figure 40 it is apparent that Ca at
 
422.7 nm is right on top of an emission bandhead for the nitrous oxide
 
flame.  Though this is the worst case found, it clearly demonstrates
 
that one must use care in selecting a hotter flame to break up refrac­
tory compounds.  It may be better to use a chemical releasing agent,
 
despite the extra work.
 
Further experiments with Mg revealed that there was no signifi­
cant difference between the nitrous oxide-acetylene and air-acetylene
 
flames for a  or E  .  Hence for wavelengths where the flame does not

rt  2
 
significantly absorb, the type of flame does not affect the flame
 
transmission noise.  However, at wavelengths where the flame does
 
absorb, the less absorbing flame in general appears to have the lower
 
flame transmission noise.  (Note in table XVI and figure 26 that for
 
Se the air/C2H2 absorbs more than the N20/C2H2 flame but has a lower
 
flame transmission flicker.  For As, the N20/C2H2 flame, which has the
 
lower absorbance, also has the lower E2.  Compare E2 = 1.4 x 10-2 for
 
air/C2H2 with E2 = 3.1 x 10-3 for N20/C2H2 from table VII.)
 
In figures 34 and 35 we saw the effect of different flame stoi­
chiometries on the flame transmission flicker for Zn.  This will
 
usually only be a consideration for elements with resonance lines
 
below 250 nm, but if reducing flames are used as some elements require
 Nitrous oxide-acetylene	  Air-hydrogen 
600 nm  500 nm  400 nm  300 nm 
Air-acetylene 
600 nm  500 nm  400 nm  300 nm 
Figure 40	 Emission Spectra for
 
N20 /C2H2, Air/C H  and
 2 2'
 
Air/H2 Flames.
 
from Varian Handbook
 
600 nm  600 nm  400 nm  300 nm 127 
(e.g., Cr), there is a possibility that  may be significant.  The
 
flame stoichiometry would also affect the relative amounts of the
 
emission noises and hence the precision in region III.
 
Burner Position.  The burner position is fairly easy to optimize since
 
experimentally it was found that a maximum in the signal to noise
 
occurs at the same burner position as a maximum in the absorbance, at
 
least for optimizations with concentrations from regions I and II.  In
 
figure 41, profiles for the air/C2H2 flame are presented for both
 
absorption and aA/A.  Noise profiles agree with those published (50).
 
These were obtained by measuring the absorbance and its RSD at a
 
number of different positions, then manually readjusting the burner to
 
a new location.  Concentrations of analyte were selected in each case
 
so that analyte absorption flicker would be dominant, except for the
 
0.5 ppm Zn, where flame transmission flicker is dominant.  The loss
 
in sensitivity or precision are presented as factors of the best
 
signal or precision (i.e., the 10X line for a precision profile indi­
cates that the precision is 10X worse than at the best position).
 
Note that the absorption maxima corresponds roughly with the
 
precision maxima although the region over which aA/A is constant is
 
often much larger.  Note also that the different elements do not have
 
the same absorption or noise profiles, K being best quite near the
 
burner head.  Refractory compounds might also be expected to have a
 
different spatial distribution and optimum than those which are
 
easily broken apart.  Although different concentrations of analyte
 
might not be expected to have different profiles, the data on Zn seem
 
to indicate that the absorption profiles are different, probably
 
because of the higher concentration "loading" the flame to a greater
 
degree.  The precision profiles are much the same, however, indicating
 
that the flame transmission flicker noise dominated profile is not
 
significantly different than the analyte absorption dominated case,
 
possibly suggesting a common origin for the two fluctuations, such as
 
variable gas flow rates or hot spots in the flame.  At the edges of
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Figure 41  Absorption and Precision Flame Profiles
 
a.  K, 2.5 ppm (analyte flicker noise limited)
 
b.  Cu, 2.5 ppm (analyte flicker noise limited)
 
c.  Zn, 0.5 and 5 ppm absorption profiles
 
d.  Zn, 0.5 and 5 ppm precision profiles
 
(0.5 ppm is flame transmission flicker noise limited,
 
5 ppm is analyte flicker noise limited.)
 
A 0.2 nm spectral bandpass and 2 mm slit height was used
 
for all measurements.
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the flame or at very high burner heights, the turbulence due to the
 
entrained air, as well as cooling of the flame leads to a decrease in
 
both the precision and the signal.
 
Resonance Line.  Different resonance lines can also be selected,
 
usually in order to change the sensitivity so that higher concentrations
 
of the analyte can be determined without having to dilute the sample,
 
or to avoid some matrix problem such as absorption by NaC1 at the Ni
 
wavelength.  Since the noises presented in this work are generally
 
independent of the actual concentration of the element or the
 
analytical sensitivity, the precision plots for the elements done at
 
different resonance lines should appear quite similar.  From the data
 
for Al and Ni in table XIV and figures 6, 7, 23, and 24, done at two
 
wavelengths, this is apparent.  The usefulness of selecting a second
 
line might also be apparent when trying to analyze for an element
 
which has a high flame or matrix background (high abe), or an absorbing
 
flame or matrix (high E2).  Over region II, little advantage will be
 
gained in precision, rather, a different range of concentrations will
 
be placed in this region by selecting a different line.
 
Integration Time.  The magnitude of all noises would be expected to
 
decrease for longer integration times (smaller noise equivalent band-

passes) until the point is reached where drift is significant over
 
the time required to make the measurements to calculate standard
 
deviations.  This improvement is demonstrated  for Cu for 1- and 10-s
 
integration times as shown in the precision plots in figure 42 and
 
the tabulated noises in table XVI  Thirty consecutive 1-s measurements
 
(not given) resulted in essentially the same precision plot as obtained
 
for ten consecutive 1-s measurements.  Shot noise in the lamp signal,
 
background emission signal, and analyte emission signal would be
 
expected to decrease by iTU at the longer integration time because they
 
are white noises.  From table XVI, both background emission noise (abe)
 
and analyte emission noise (ae) do decrease by about JU as expected
 
since the noises at the modulation frequency should be primarily  white
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Figure 42	 Precision Plot for Cu with One and Ten Second
 
Integrations
 
Ten measurements were made for the one second integrations,
 
three for the ten second integrations.
 
a.  Noise independent of the flame and analyte
 
b.  Noise indepenent of the analyte
 
c.  All noise sources considered
 
Primed letters indicate 10 s integrations.
 
(0) 1 second data points
 
( ) 10 second data points
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noises.  For non-fundamental flicker noises which often are 1/f in
 
character, the improvement in precision would be expected to be less
 
than I. The data show that there is little improvement in lamp
 
flicker noise (EI) but about a 50% decrease in analyte absorption noise.
 
The effect of integration time on flame transmission flicker noise
 
could not be determined here since it was not measurable at either
 
integration time.  However, for Zn under flame transmission flicker
 
limited conditions (data in figure 35 and table XVI), the noise was
 
reduced about a factor of three when the integration time was increased
 
from one to ten seconds.
 
Since for most of the absorbance range, the precision of Cu
 
measurements is limited by analyte absorption noise, 0% T noise
 
(primary background emission noise), and analyte emission noise, the
 
longer integration time provides a factor of 2 - 3 improvement in
 
precision as seen in figure 42.  A similar improvement in precision
 
with integration time has been noted by others (18).
 
A similar result is obtained from the areas calculated from the
 
noise power spectra.  For a one second integration the area from 0
 
to 0.5 Hz is calculated, while the area from 0 to 0.05 Hz is calculated
 
for the ten second integration.  For most cases the area corresponding
 
to the ten second integration is 2 - 2.5 times less than that for the
 
one second readings.  In table XVIII the ratio of the areas are tabu­
lated from a noise power spectrum (figure 32) for Cu for each of the
 
measurements.
 
The data indicate that no matter what region one is working in,
 
an improvement is to be expected by using a ten second over a one
 
second integration time.  Longer integration times might be expected
 
to give even more improvement, although the time spent might not be
 
worth the effort.  Eventually, however, the 1/f noise and drifts will
 
actually cause a lower precision.  In table XIX the lamp flicker, El,
 
for Zn is plotted for integration times from one second to 50 seconds.
 
This data is from a period in which the lamp was relatively stable.
 
One hundred one second readings were taken consecutively, and the values
 
in table XIX are calculated from the same data grouped in different
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Table XVIII.	  Ratio of Areas for One Second and Ten Second
 
Integrations Calculated from Cu Noise Power Spectra
 
for Regions I, II, and III
 
art a  a a  a
  ot  rt ot st
 
Cu(0.5Hz)
 
2.1  1.3  1.6  2.1  2.8
 
Cu(0.05Hz)
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Table XIX.  Dependence of Precision on Integration Time
 
(art/Ert) x 103  (ast/Est) x 103
 
1
  sec.  2.19  7.55
 
5 sec.  0.98  4.39
 
10 sec.  1.06  3.97
 
20 sec.  1.05  3.36
 
50 sec.  1.39  3.76
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subsets.  For example, there are 20 groups of five seconds each, and
 
two groups of 50 seconds.  It is important when comparing integration
 
periods that the data be collected over the same length of time.
 
Experience and this data indicate that integration times of around ten
 
seconds are usually the optimum on our single beam instrument for
 
analyte solutions.  Double-beaming, which can correct for lamp drift
 
can be helpful for better precision in region I if source flicker is
 
limiting.  However, the nebulization efficiency might also drift
 
about.  Using an internal standard with a lamp which is double beamed
 
might be expected to correct for this (51).  However, any correction
 
scheme and instrumentation will add more noise, and it is doubtful
 
whether such corrections would be significant at long integration times.
 
(The internal standard method, in which an element is simultaneously
 
aspirated and analyzed with the unknown, and which corrects for some
 
of the analyte absorption flicker, should be useful at the one second
 
integration periods.  This technique could not be applied with our
 
Varian AA-6.)
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Analysis of a Real Sample
 
In order to compare the predictions concerning the precision of
 
an analysis with the actual precision obtained in an analysis,
 
replicate runs of two NBS standards (Orchard Leaves, SRM 1571, and
 
Bovine Liver, SRM 1577), a USGS standard (USGS BCR-1), and sea water
 
were carried out.  In table XX the results for an analysis for K, Cu,
 
and Zn are presented with the standard deviations observed for three
 
complete replicate analyses (sampling, digestion, dilution, and
 
measurement).  Thirty measurements were made on each sample.  Where
 
possible the accepted values are given with the predicted error.
 
The predicted RSD was obtained from the precision plots, which
 
give the expected RSD's for single measurements (1 s) on the sample.
 
Since 30-measurements were made on each sample, one might expect that
 
the predicted RSD should be the square root of 30 smaller.  Our work
 
with optimum integration times indicates that a 10 second integration
 
time gives the best results, however, so the best to expect would be
 
a square root of 10 improvement.
 
The calibration curve will contribute a non-trivial error as well,
 
and this researcher predicts that it will, in general, be nearly equal
 
to the measurement error for the sample being analyzed.  An experiment
 
to see how important variations in the calibration curve might be over
 
short time periods ( a few minutes) and over long time periods ( a few
 
weeks) was conducted.  The results in table XXI give the RSD in the
 
slopes.  For this experiment the slopes were calculated from a ratio
 
of two concentrations (5 ppm divided by 2.5 ppm Cu, and 10 ppm divided
 
by 2.5 ppm Cu).  Obviously it is important to run samples and standards
 
next to each other for maximum precision.  Also of interest is the
 
point that, at least for Cu, the same sensitivity can be maintained so
 
precisely for such a long period of time as three weeks.  The precision
 
of the calibration curve may be known to better than 0.5% RSD if more
 
calibration points are made, and if the measurements are made within a
 
few minutes of each other (with the sample).  Fernandex (18) has
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Table XX  Precision of Real Samples
 
Observed  Predicted
 
Mean a  %RSD  Mean e  %RSD
 
Seawater a  K d  374  1.2  0.75
 
Cu  0.047  12.  16.
 
Zn  0.066  7.5  7.5
 
Leaves	  K  1.47%  4.7  1.47%  0.83
 
Cu  12.3  2.1  12  1.8
 
Zn  26.1  5.8  25  1.6
 
Liver	  K  1.06%  0.78  0.97%  1.0
 
Cu  180  3.9  193  1.2
 
Zn  125  0.36  130  0.51
 
Basalt-rock c	 K  0.77%  5.7  1.41%  1.5
 
Cu  16.3  6.5  15.7/18.4  6.5
 
Zn  137  5.1  132/120  1.0
 
a
 
Three separate samples of seawater were collected at the Devil's
 
Churn, Oregon, in 250 ml glass bottles.  5 ml of conc. HC1 were added
 
as a presevative to each.  A blank was run with same conc. of HC1. (No
 
K, Cu, or Zn was detected.)
 
b
  Three 250 mg samples were ashed at 500 °C in a covered evaporating
 
dish overnight and diluted to 10 ml with 5% HNO3.
 
Two 250 mg samples were dissolved in an acid fusion bomb with a few
 
drops of aqua regia and 3 ml of HF placed in an oven at 145°C for a
 
half an hour.  2.8 g of H3803 was added after fusion to each solution
 
and diluted to 25 ml and stored in polyethylene bottles.
 
d
 
The 404.4 K line was used so further dilutions were not necessary.
 
e
 
All concentrations are in ppm unless otherwise noted.
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Table XXI  Calibration Curve Study
 
Time Interval  %RSD ( 5 ppm/2.5 ppm)  %RSD (  10 ppm/2.5 ppm)
 
3 min.  0.55%  0.81%
 
30 min.  0.92%  0.97%
 
3 days  0.97%  0.95%
 
1.20%
 3 weeks  1.02%
 
30 one second measurements were made of each solution, then the ratio
 
calculated.
 The %RSD shown is the cumulative value calculated for the
 
time interval shown.  Number of measurements is 4, 8, 11, and 12
 
respectively.  With an equal weighting of short, intermediate and long
 
measurement times, the 3 week %RSD for 10 ppm/2.5 ppm is 1.7%  instead
 
of 1.2%.
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obtained RSD's of around 0.4% with such a procedure for ore analyses.
 
A final point to note is that it is worthwhile bracketing your samples
 
closely with standards, as there appears to be more error in the 10/2.5
 
ratio than in the 5/2.5 ratio, possibly due to a greater importance of
 
the variations in the factors affecting non-linearity in the calibration
 
curve in the first ratio.
 
Taking into consideration the errors from the calibration curve
 
and the errors in making the sample measurements themselves, the ex­
pected and observed errors shown in table XX show fair agreement.  The
 
seawater RSD's are perhaps better matched than the other samples,
 
possibly due to a greater homogeneity of the sample.  We have not in­
cluded sampling errors in this discussion, though Rice (13) has noted
 
inhomogeneity of the rock standards for K.  With the exception of K
 
in the rock standard, the measured results are in agreement with the
 
accepted values.  The error for K may be due to improper matching of
 
sample and standard matrix as well, since the sample contained large
 
portions of fluoroboric acid not present in the standard.
 
From the results for the seawater sample, we might infer that the
 
precision plots can be used to predict the measurement error in an
 
analysis procedure for AA, and the study also verifies that five to ten
 
one second measurements ( or a 10 second integration) will provide a
 
mean which is as accurate and precise as is available from this equip­
ment.  Longer integration times or replicate analyses will not signifi­
cantly improve the results, because of the non-normal, low frequency
 
fluctuations.  For maximum precision, three or four standards around
 
the sample concentration should also be run with 10 second integrations,
 
as soon as possible after the sample.  The only method for further
 
improvement using this burner/nebulizer system would lie in the use of
 
an internal standard to follow the analyte absorption flicker.
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CONCLUSIONS
 
The procedure and equations presented provide a logical means
 
to characterize the factors limiting the precision of AA measurements.
 
Use of an on-line computer to acquire the data and make calculations
 
greatly reduces the tedium of the procedure.  Measurements on the
 
elements show that under typical conditions all the elements exhibit
 
somewhat similar precision characteristics.
 
From the detection limit to 0.1 absorbance units (region I) the
 
RSD in the absorbance continually decreases and flame transmission
 
flicker noise, source flicker noise, and signal shot noise limit the
 
precision and are about the same size for most of the elements. However,
 
for elements with resonance lines near 200 nm (As, Se, Zn, Pb, and Cd)
 
where the flame exhibits significant absorption, flame transmission
 
flicker noise is larger and dominant.  For such cases, the decrease in
 
the RSD with increasing absorbance is seen to be more gradual in the
 
precision plots.  Hence, to improve precision at low absorbances, one
 
would need to use a combination of techniques.  Higher light throughput
 
(i.e., larger lamp current, larger slit width) can be used to reduce the
 
relative signal shot noise.  It was demonstrated for the first time that
 
larger slit widths will often reduce flame transmission and source
 
flicker noise and that higher lamp currents can reduce source flicker
 
noise.  A double-beam system will reduce lamp flicker noise, and wave­
length modulation (52) and sample modulation (53) may reduce lamp and
 
flame transmission flicker noise.  This should be particularily success­
ful for elements with resonance lines near 200 nm (larger flame trans­
mission flicker factors).  Use of  less absorbing flames and flame
 
stoichiometries,  and simultaneous background correctors could also
 
reduce flame transmission flicker noise.  Background correction systems
 
presently used are unlikely to result in increased precision because of
 
the high source flicker of H2 lamps.  Larger integration  times were also
 
shown to improve precision.
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For most elements, from about 0.1 to 1 or 1.5 absorbance units.
 
Over.this region
 (region II), analyte absorption noise is.limiting.
 
the RSD in A will be relatively constant,  gradually decrease, or
 
rapidly dip, depending on the shape of the calibration curve.  For
 
instance, for elements such as Mg, Cu, and Na, which  have calibration
 
curves that are reasonably linear up to an absorbance of 1.0 or above,
 
the RSD in A is essentially constant for moderate absorbances.  At
 
higher absorbances where the calibration curves  bend off, the RSD
 
decreases.  For elements with calibration curves with a marked
 
negative deviation before A = 1  (Cd, Fe, Zn), the RSD will continually
 
decrease with absorbance correspondingly.
 
The magnitude of analyte absorption noise is independent of the
 
element, analytical line employed, lamp current,  slit width, slit height,
 
flame position (except very high in the  flame or at the edge of the
 
flame), type of flame, flame stoichiometry, and type of burner head.
 
Under analyte absorption noise limited conditions, improvements other
 
than through increased integration.times will result only if the cause
 
of analyte absorption noise is determined and design changes can be
 
It appears that the nebulization
 implemented to reduce its magnitude.
 
variations are a major source of this noise,  possibly due to a distri­
bution of droplet sizes created in the nebulization process.  Two
 
experiments which could not be carried out in this laboratory are:
 
1) to measure the variation in the flow into the nebulizer versus time
 
with a sensitive, digital balance, and 2), to measure the aerosol droplet
 
.The first
 distribution, possibly with some light scattering method.
 
experiment should verify whether the fluctuation takes place before or
 
after the creation of the droplets; the second will indicate whether
 
a device such as an ultrasonic nebulizer is called for to get a
 
narrower distribution of droplets.
 
The distribution of the droplets has  been measured by Licht (54),
 
and he has found that there is an unsymmetric distribution with an
 
upper cutoff which is three times the size of the median droplet.  This
 
distribution should be independent of the solvent (55), in agreement
 
with our results, since we obtained the same RSD for various solvents.
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Eventually at higher absorbances of about 1.0 to 1.5 A, the RSD
 
in A begins to continually increase with increasing absorbance as
 
measurements become 0% T noise or analyte emission noise limited.  In
 
all cases, 0% T noise was totally or primarily limited by background
 
emission or analyte emission noises, and hence dark current noise and
 
amplifier noise make little contribution to the imprecision of AA
 
measurements with our apparatus.  The absorbance at which the RSD in A
 
begins to increase varies considerably with the element as shown in
 
figures 6 to 31 and table VII, and is a function of the relative amounts
 
of background emission noise (variable from 0.001-- 1.0% T) and analyte
 
emission noise (variable from 0.00 - 0.74% T).
 
At higher absorbances, the relative amount of background and
 
analyte emission noise must be reduced to improve precision. Significant
 
improvements in precision were experimentally obtained by using larger
 
than normal lamp currents and smaller than normal slit widths and
 
heights.  Also precision in this region could be improved by using a
 
smaller duty signal for lamp modulation to reduce the time the flame is
 
viewed.  Use of larger integration times and cooler (less-emitting)
 
flames would also help.
 
The success of various techniques to improve precision will depend
 
on the absorbance range and the limiting noise sources.  Increasing the
 
integration time from 1 to 10 seconds (reducing the noise bandwidth)
 
appears to be somewhat successful over the whole absorbance range.  The
 
actual improvement will depend on the noise power spectrum of the
 
limiting noises.  Noise power spectra revealed that flame transmission
 
flicker, source flicker, and analyte absorption flicker noises all have
 
1/f character.  The 1/f character of analyte absorption noise extends
 
to about 2 Hz and the low frequency fluctuations are obvious in the
 
untransformed data.
 
It was found that the matrix of an element had no significant
 
effect on the precision.  Some common interfering species did effect
 
the mean absorbance but not the precision.
 
The data which has been presented in this thesis for the Varian
 
AA-6 is supported in the literature by the work of Roos (17), Liddell
 
(54) and Fernandex (18), as well as some work previous to this thesis
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carried out by this experimentor (unpublished).  Roos approach to
 
precision plots was discussed in detail in the Background section.
 
Although comparisons are difficult due to the empirical characteof
 
his equations, he does conclude that fluctuations  in the flame (which
 
for him includes analyte absorption flicker) are the major source of
 
noise on his Pye Unicam instrument.  He also demonstrates for a variety
 
of elements that the RSD in absorbance is constant at moderate absorb­
ances, the region limited by analyte absorption flicker, and appears
 
to obtain a value near the 1% RSD in absorbance that we observed.
 
Liddell worked only near the detection limit (region I) and
 
for a variety of elements essentially tabulates values for t t  and
 
l'  2'
 
(a )  .  Since he also worked with a Varian, his values merely
 
r q+s
 
duplicate those presented here and present no new data.
 
Fernandex gives only empirical results for the_dependence of the
 
precision on absorbance and integration time, but his work on a
 
Perkin-Elmer model 603 substantiates that reported here.  He found
 
that he could not do better with integration times longer than about
 
10 seconds and blames this on long-term noise in the burner/nebulizer
 
system.  He also found the RSD in absorbance to be constant from 0.1
 
to 1.0 A (he does not report higher values).  For 1 second integrations
 
he gets a RSD of 0.4% for Ca, 0.47% for Cu, and 0.45% for  Al, versus
 
our 0.35% for Ca, 0.75% for Cu, and 0.6% for Al for analyte absorption
 
noise limited conditions.
 
Finally, for empirical data obtained on a Jarrell-Ash Dial-Atom,
 
this researcher obtained a minimum RSD between 0.4 and 1.4 A with
 
0.4% RSD for Ca, and 1.0% RSD for Zn (versus our 1.1%).  The similar
 
values obtained on different instruments imply that for a  variety of
 
optical systems and instruments, analyte absorption flicker noise is
 
important to all of them, though the relative contribution of all  of
 
the noise sources should be determined for a good comparison.
 
From the precision data for the different elements, it appears
 
that most of the elements can be classified in groups with their
 
precision characteristics dependent on the resonance absorption wave-

This classification is intended only to provide an overview.
 length.
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In general, analyte absorption noise will limit the precision at
 
moderate absorbances independent of the wavelength.  The remaining
 
significant noises are more wavelength related.
 
For longer wavelength resonance lines (alkali metals, most of
 
the rare and alkaline earths, and group 3B) the precision will be
 
totally limited at higher concentrations by analyte emission noise.
 
Similarily, at these wavelengths, flame background emission noise
 
is small, and hence background emission noise is small, and trans­
mission is essentially 100%, so flame transmission noise will be
 
small.  Thus, for small absorbances, flame transmission flicker will
 
dominate the noise only if lamp flicker and signal shot noise are
 
also relatively small.  Generally, all of the above noises are compar­
able, though for the heavier group 1 and 2A elements the hollow
 
cathode intensities are lower and the signal shot noise will therefore
 
be greater.  Also since higher gains are required forthe heavier
 
elements, analyte emission noise may be relatively higher.  For the
 
lanthanides, because N20/C2H2 flames are used and because of some low
 
intensity lamps, and therefore high gains or wide slits, the emission
 
noises will also be relatively important.
 
For intermediate wavelengths, 230 - 370 nm, a different class
 
of elements (mostly the transition elements) becomes apparent.  Here,
 
flame transmission flicker noise is increasingly important at low
 
absorbances, while analyte emission noise is less important, which
 
makes background emission noise the more important at high absorbances.
 
The last group of elements are those with resonance wavelengths
 
below 230 nm (i.e., some group 2B, 4A, 5A, and 6A elements).  Here,
 
flame absorption is significant and flame transmission noise becomes
 
dominant at low absorbances.  Often the source flicker noise was found
 
to be larger for these elements.  Analyte emission noise is usually
 
negligible, and intensities of many of the lamps are low.  The flame
 
absorbance, lower lamp intensities and reduced photomultiplier sensi­
tivity must be compensated for with higher lamp currents (leading to
 
decreased elements sensitivity and negative deviations), wider slit
 
widths, and higher gains.  The last two requirements make the back­149
 
ground emission noise more significant.  For these elements, flame
 
transmission noise, analyte absorption noise, and background emission
 
noise are the dominant noise sources.
 
From a practical point of view, the precision plots presented
 
provide a means to determine over what concentration range samples
 
should be adjusted for maximum precision of measurement.  The effect
 
of lamp current and intensity, type and composition of flame, burner
 
height, and other variables can be evaluated in the context of
 
precision, and adjusted so that the concentration range of interest
 
is measured with the maximum precision.  Ultimately, the maximum
 
measurement precision obtainable for AA is that limited by the analyte
 
absorption flicker noise.  Similar statements hold for AE and AF, and
 
it is suggested that further research into the precision dependence of
 
these methods on their respective signals be pursued.  The origin of
 
analyte absorption, emission, or fluorescence flicker noise appears to
 
be common to all three techniques and should be investigated further,
 
since it is reasonable to expect that significant improvements can be
 
made here.  There is no indication that the limitations are fundamental,
 
and about a factor of ten improvement should be possible before the
 
limitations due to shot noise, lamp and flame flicker, or even that
 
inherent in the ancillary equipment (14) is reached.  With the tenths
 
of a percent precision possible with optimized conditions in AA, it
 
is probable that AA could be improved so that the precision was
 
comparable to that realized with gravimetric and volumetric methods.
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APPENDIX I
 
CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF A SIMPLE DEVICE FOR THE DETERMINATION
 
OF PHOTOMULTIPLIER CURRENT GAINS
 
The current gain of the photomultiplier tube (PMT) must be known
 
accurately in order to perform the calculations outlined in the
 
evaluation procedure and in particular to calculate the theoretical
 
fundamental shot noise in various signals.  Although typical values of
 
PMT parameters such as the gain are given by the manufacturer, there is
 
considerable variability among individual tubes, and calibration by
 
the user is mandatory for exacting work.  Previously, procedures for
 
measurement of the PMT gain have been somewhat tedious or required
 
special instrumentation.  Here, the construction of a simple and inexpen­
sive device is described for the evaluation of the PMT gain (56).
 
Background and Theory
 
The basic equations that relate the measurable photoanodic
 
current, photocathodic current, and photoanodic pulse rate in the PMT
 
to the radiant power incident on the photocathode are shown in table XX.
 
For these equations, it is assumed that photoemission occurs
 
only from the photocathode and not the dynodes, and that photoelectrons
 
that are not collected by the first dynode cause negligible secondary
 
emission at other dynodes.  It is also assumed that the collection
 
efficiency for secondary electrons between dynodes is one or is incor­
porated into the dynode gains (di), and that the gain, m, and cathodic
 
responsivity,  are
 are independent of the incident radiant power and
 
constant over the incident wavelength interval.
 
The standard procedure (57, 58, 59) for calculating the gain
 
involves taking the ratio of the photoanodic current to the cathodic
 
current measured under equivalent radiant power and biasing conditions.
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Basic Equations and Definitions for Appendix
 Table XXI. 
I
 
(AI-1)
 i  = PQ nM
 
ap  A
 
(AI-2)
 = PQ

cp  X
 
(AI-3)
 Yap = PQ Ainie
 
= photoanodic current, A
 
ap
 
QA = cathode radiant responsivity or sensitivity, A/W
 
n = collection efficiency of first dynode, dimensionless
 
m = current gain of photomultiplier, dimensionless
 
P = radiant power incident on photocathode, W
 
i  = photocathodic current, A
 
cp
  -1
 
Yap = observed photoanodic pulse rate, sec
 
Al = discriminator coefficient or fraction of photoelectrons that
 
reach the active part of the first dynode and are seen as a
 
photoanodic pulse (0 < Al < 1), dimensionless
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The photoanodic current is first measured with the PMT wired in its
 
typical configuration.  Then the dynode chain is rewired or the PMT is
 
transferred to another housing and socket so that all the dynodes are
 
tied together to the anode and used as the "new anode".  Then the
 
voltage is adjusted until the cathode-anode potential is the same as
 
the cathode-first dynode potential in the normal PMT configuration.
 
There are a number of disadvantages and assumptions to this
 
standard technique (59).  First, it assumes a collection efficiency of
 
one.  Second, the incident radiant power cannot be too large or the
 
photoanodic current will be in the nonlinear region (i.e., the photo-

anodic current will not be proportional to the incident radiant power).
 
Under conditions of high PMT gain, the photocathodic current may be
 
too small and difficult to measure because of noise limitations.  Third,
 
elaborate and time consuming changes to the biasing network are often
 
required.  Fourth, if neutral density filters are used to attenuate
 
the radiant power by a known amount for photoanodic current measure­
ments so that the photocathodic current will be larger and easier to
 
measure, then the accuracy depends upon the accuracy of the filter
 
characteristics.  Fifth, the two currents are not measured under
 
equivalent conditions because of a time factor (i.e., drifts in the
 
calibration light source) or because the photocathode may be moved
 
(differences in cathode responsivity with respect to position).
 
One assumption of the standard procedure which was stated
 
above is that the collection efficiency is one.  Note that the ratio
 
of photoanodic to photocathodic current as defined by equations AI-1
 
and AI-2 is nm and, hence, the calculated gain will be too low if n is
 
significantly less than one.  In other words, some of the photoelectrons
 
emitted from the photocathode do not cause secondary emission at the
 
first dynode.  Collection efficiencies are not usually reported in
 
specification sheets or  are difficult to measure as illustrated by
 
the recent controversy in the literature (60 - 63).  Foord et al. (60)
 
have determined n to be 25% for a particular PMT.  Conversely, Young
 
and Schild (63) have measured a collection efficiency of 86% for the
 
same PMT, which is more in keeping with past experience.  The exact
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definition of collection efficiency can vary.  Here we define n as
 
the fraction of the photoelectrons from the photocathode which strike
 
the active part of the first dynode's surface, even though some of
 
the electrons have a finite probability of not causing secondary
 
emission.  Some of the photoelectrons may strike an inactive part of
 
the first dynode (e.g., the dynode support) or may even be collected by
 
dynodes further down the chain.  Sometimes n is taken as the fraction
 
of photoelectrons which strike the first dynode and result in secondary
 
emission (a smaller fraction).
 
Another procedure (referred to as the independent PT procedure)
 
which has been used to calculate the gain in the past (64, 37) is to
 
take the ratio of the photoanodic current from a PMT to the photoanodic
 
current of a vacuum phototube (PT).  The PT is chosen to have the same
 
cathodic responsivity at the wavelength of measurement.  This procedure
 
has most of the limitations of the standard procedure, but no special
 
wiring is required.  In addition, it must be assumed that the two
 
cathodic surfaces, or at least that the parts of the cathode illumi
 
nated are identical.
 
Robben (65) and Kiobuchar et al. (59) developed photon counting
 
procedures in which the gain is taken as i /er or the ratio of the
 
ap  ap
 
photoanodic current to the product of the photoanodic pulse rate and
 
the charge of an electron.  Note that from equations AI-1 and AI-3 this
 
ratio is m/Al.  Unlike the standard procedure, the gain determination
 
is not affected by the collection efficiency.  However the gain is the
 
average charge of the photoanodic pulses seen and does not take into
 
account pulses not passed by the discriminator or photoelectrons that
 
are collected by the first dynode which do not result in photoanodic
 
pulses.  The gain determined by this procedure may be higher than the
 
gain.determined by the standard procedure (if the discriminator coeffi­
cient is less than one) because the usual gain takes into account the
 
finite probability of no secondary emission.
 
The advantages of photon counting techniques (59) are that both
 
the current and pulse rate measurements may be made simultaneously
 
(hence, under exactly equivalent conditions) and, at any reasonable
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incident radiant power, there is no need for attenuation filters, and
 
no modification of the dynode chain is required.  The main disadvan­
tages are that photon counting equipment is required and, at larger
 
incident radiant power, dead time corrections must be made (which
 
requires some measurements and graphical extrapolation).
 
The manufacturer's specifications indicate that the anodic
 
responsivity (mQA) can vary about ±500% from the typical value.  This
 
is due primarily to the variability of the gain between individual
 
tubes rather than to differences in the cathodic responsivity.  Hence,
 
the most variable of the PMT parameters discussed, the gain, must be
 
individually determined for each PMT if reasonable absolute signal and
 
noise calculations are to be made.  Below a simple apparatus and
 
procedure for PMT gain calibrations is described which is based on the
 
standard method but which does not suffer from many of its limitations.
 
Instrumentation
 
The apparatus is illustrated in figures 43 and 44.  Figure 43
 
shows the bias box (part A) which consists of a PMT socket, dynode
 
resistors, and a rotary switch in a metal box.  The wiring schematic
 
is shown in figure 44.  The bias box is connected directly to the PMT
 
with the exposed socket on the box.  The bias box switch has two
 
positions:  the PMT configuration (closed switch position shown in
 
figure 44) and the PT configuration.  In the PT position, the cathode
 
is biased at 1/10 of the voltage it has in the PMT configuration (so
 
that the cathode-first dynode potential is the same as for the PMT)
 
and the first dynode and anode (as well as the other dynodes through the
 
100 K resistors) are connected to the measurement circuit.  Note that
 
resistor R1 can be replaced by another resistor or a zener diode and
 
the cathode-first dynode biasing will be the same for both configura­
tions.
 
A PVC sleeve (part B) is machined to fit snugly around the PMT
 
(part C) base.  Some care must be taken in making the sleeve, as it
 
should be light tight, yet there is some latitude in the diameters of
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To current  To high
measurement  voltage
system  source 
Figure 43  Bias Box Schematic
 
All resistors are in K ohms.  The 100 K resistors are 1%
 
metal film.
 The 900 K resistor is a combination of 10%
 
carbon resistors good to 1% of the specified value.  The
 
switch (S) is a 4-position, 2-pole rotary switch.
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Figure 44  PMT Gain Measuring Apparatus
 
Part A: Bias box; aluminum Budd box, dimensions: 2.25 x 2.25
 
x 4 in.; BNC plugs.  Part B: Sleeve; i.d. = 1.279 in., o.d.
 
1.575 in.; height = 1.325 in. Part C: PMT; RCA 1P28. Part D:
 
PMT housing; lower i.d. = 1.575 in.; lower inside height =
 
1.325 in.; upper i.d. = 1.279 in.; upper inside height
 
1.5 in.; o.d. = 2 in.; outside height = 3.25 in.; window
 
side milled flat = 1.0 x 3.25 in.; window = 0.4 x 1.0 in.;
 
center of window is 2.0 in. above base of PVC housing.
 
Part E: Mounting plate; 1/8 x 5 x 7 in. aluminum; holes
 
drilled to fit monochromator; window dimensions the same as
 
on PVC housing.
 >
9
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the PMT bases, even from the same manufacturer.  The basic housing
 
(part 0) is a bored PVC rod with one outside surface milled flat.  A
 
hole or window is milled in the flat side to which a metal plate
 
(part E) with a corresponding hole is cemented.  Holes are drilled in 
the metal plate to attach the housing to the monochromator.  The 
sleeve plus PMT assembly is inserted into the housing and secured with 
a thumb screw.  The PMT- housing  could be modified to accept different 
size side-on PMT's or end-on PMT's.
 
For photocurrent measurements, the housing is attached to a
 
monochromator (Heath EU-70) and tungsten light source (Heath EU-701-50)
 
combination.  The output of the biasing box (anode or anode plus first
 
dynode) is connected to an operational amplifier (Analog Devices
 
Model 41J) wired in the current to voltage configuration.  Rotary
 
5 8
 
switches allow selection of feedback resistors (10  - 10  0 and
 
capacitors to vary the time constant.  The output of the OA is connec­
ted to an integrating voltmeter (Heath EU-805)(a one-second integration
 
time was always used) and the high voltage supply (Heath EU-42) is set
 
to the desired voltage (600 V for all measurements).  To evaluate the
 
independent PT gain procedure, measurements of PMT and PT photoanodic
 
current were made using commercial housings (McKee-Pedersen MP-1016
 
and MP-1021).  The housings were attached to the monochromator with
 
a plate to Cannon connector combination.
 
Results and Discussion
 
The photoanodic and photocathodic current of seven different
 
PMT's (all RCA 1P28's) were measured with the new assembly.  The
 
dependence of the PMT gain used in the Varian AA-6 was measured and is
 
reported in the main body of the thesis.  In the PT configuration, the
 
photocurrent which reaches any of the dynodes or anode is actually
 
measured.  This current should be equivalent to the photocathodic
 
current (i.e., the current which leaves the photocathode) and this
 
equivalence was confirmed by other measurements.  The currents and
 
calculated gains are shown in table XXIII.In addition, the photoanodic
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Table XXIII.  Currents and Calculated Gains for PMT's
 
PMT No.
 
1
 
2
 
3
 
4
 
5
 
6
 
7
 
Arithmetic mean
 
Geometric mean
 
Standard deviation
 
Standard deviation
 
of logarithm
 
a  8 b
 
R  = 10  o,  R
 
f f
 
d

cp 
a 
x 10
11  b 
lap x 10 
6 
ac 
(A)  (A)  m x10  m x 10" 4d 
3.5  9.2  26  44 
2.3  1.1  4.8  5.4 
2.2  0.73  3.4  3.6 
1.2  1.1  9.0  5.8 
2.6  2.3  9.0  9.9 
3.5  5.2  15  27 
1.2  3.8  33  14 
2.4 x 10 
-11 
6.37  5.03  5.04 
0.91 x 10
-11 
... 
0.19  0.41  0.36  0.39 
10 
5 
2. 
cGain from new procedure (lap /i cp 
). 
Gain calculated from PT data (ratio of PMT photoanodic current
 
measured in commercial housing to mean photoanodic current of 7PT's).
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current of seven different PT's (RCA 929) was measured to obtain the
 
average photocurrent (2.1 x 10  A) to provide an alternate calcula­
tion of the PMT gains as shown in table XXIII. The calculated relative
 
standard deviation in the PT photoanodic currents was 34% and-the mean
 
photoanodic current was not significantly different from the mean
 
photocathodic currents of the PMT's, which indicates similar'cathodic
 
surfaces for the PT's and PMT's.
 
0
 
Measurements were made with a 2-A spectral bandpass (100-um slit)
 
at 450 nm (the cathodic responsivities of the PT's and PMT's are the
 
same at this wavelength).  With the new apparatus, ten measurements of
 
each current were made to establish a good mean, and ten measurements
 
with the shutter closed were made for every current measurement to
 
establish the zero.  After switching from one configuration to the
 
other, it takes about two minutes for the signal to stabilize, possibly
 
because of charging effects of the tube wall.  This period is short
 
enough that the lamp radiance does not change significantly.  It also
 
takes only a minute to switch from one PMT to another so that relative
 
or anodic radiant responsivities can be obtained and absolute respon­
sivities if a calibrated light source is available.
 
The geometric mean (rather than the arithmetic) of the photo-

anodic current and PMT gains were calculated because of the exponential
 
nature of the gain distribution.  Similarly the standard deviations
 
for these parameters are reported in terms of logarithms.  The manufac­
turer's value (66) for the typical gain is 9 x 104 and this compares
 
well with the calculated geometric means for both gain procedures.
 
Note that the data indicate that the standard deviation in the anodic
 
current (or anodic responsivity) is due primarily to variations in the
 
gain, rather than in the cathodic responsivity (i.e., 0.19 < 0.36).
 
Of further interest is that the manufacturer's reported maximum devi­
ation from the typical gain is about the same as our calculated
 
standard deviation.
 
The apparatus will work except at high PMT voltages or gains
 
where the photocathodic current will be too small to measure if the
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incident radiant power is reduced enough so that the photoanodic
 
current will be in the linear region.  Here filters can be used or the
 
gain can be determined from the ratio of two photoanodic currents
 
measured for equivalent incident radiant power at two different PMT
 
voltages where the gain at the lower voltage has been evaluated.
 
Usually the log-log plot of PMT current gain versus  PMT bias voltage
 
is linear and the slope is the same for equivalent PMT's although the
 
intercept varies.  Hence, the PMT gain at any PMT voltage can be extra­
polated from the gains determined at two PMT voltages or from the
 
slope and the gain at one PMT voltage.
 
For squirrel cage PMT's like the one we used, the collection
 
efficiency is near one (67) so that this procedure gives a good esti­
mate of the actual gain and not just of um.  Equivalent results were
 
obtained over a wide spectral region, even when we used a modulated
 
hollow cathode and lock-in amplifier to make photocurrent measurements.
 
This apparatus and photon counting equipment could be used to evaluate
 
the collection efficiency as previously described (63, 68).  From
 
equations AI-2 and AI-3, the ratio of the product of the photocathodic
 
current (measured in the PT configuration) and the charge of an electron
 
to the photoanodic pulse rate (measured in the PMT configuration) is
 
n/Al.  By extrapolation, the photoanodic pulse rate at Al = 1 can
 
be estimated so that the ratio yields n directly.
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APPENDIX II
 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
 
The programs used on the PDP-11/20 minicomputer for this thesis
 
are presented here in their final form.  Only the program for the BCD
 
interface is in the machine language (PAL); the remaining three programs
 
are written in DEC BASIC.  A fifth program  besides the 16 K BASIC with
 
extended plotting functions (which are needed only for the noise power
 
spectra data crunching program), was used to obtain the noise power
 
spectra.  It is a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) machine language canned
 
program available from DECUS library (# 11-16), which was modified by
 
Eric D. Salin and which is presented in his thesis (69).  This modi­
fied program is denoted SFFT here.  Briefly, the SFFT program allows
 
one to collect up to 1024 data points with the DEC model ADO1 A/D
 
converter at any frequency rate from 50 KHz to 0.89 uHz.  The user can
 
then subtract out the average DC component from the collected data,
 
take the noise power spectrum, and dump it onto paper tape, all by
 
pushing the keys D (for data collecting), E (for subtracting the DC
 
component), F (for the noise power spectrum), and 0 (for dumping the
 
data).  The raw data of any of the subsequent calculations can be
 
plotted on the Tektronix terminal (model 1-4002) by pressing P.  When
 
using the SFFT program, the floating point package (FFP) must also be
 
loaded.  The numberat location 15024, when divided by the clock
 
frequency sets the data acquisition rate.  The clock frequency is
 
changed at location 15046 (113 = 10 KHz clock, 115 = 60 Hz clock).
 
BASIC BCD Data Collection Program.  This program is conversational and
 
asks for the photomultiplier voltage, integration time, 0% T signal
 
and standard deviation, and the 100% T signal and standard deviation
 
expressed as an absorbance and RSD in absorbance, respectively, and the
 
number of data points to be taken (usually 30).  Zeroes are input on
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the first pass when measuring the 0% T and 0% T' noises.  On the second
 
pass the 0% T (or 0% 1') noise and signal are known, but the reference
 
(100% T or 100% T') signal and noise still have not been determined.
 
On the third pass (when measuring Est) these parameters will also be
 
known and are entered.
 
The BASIC BCD collection program calls up an external function
 
(EXF) which is the PAL language BCD program presented below.  This
 
collection program collects the specified amount of data as described
 
under the machine language program and prints out the mean, standard
 
deviation, relative standard deviation in the measured signal (either
 
0% T, 100% T, or E ) with the latter two corrected for 0% T, the

st

absorbance, and the RSD in the absorbance.  For convenience, the PMT
 
gain (m) is also calculated and printed using an equation describing the
 
line in figure 3.
 
PAL BCD EXF.  This program is really a portion of the BCD data collec­
tion program.  It is loaded after a version of BASIC which does not
 
have any EXF's but before the BCD collection program.  This is done by
 
halting BASIC, loading this program (it is self-addressing so it can
 
be loaded at the same load address as BASIC), and then restarting
 
BASIC (at address 0).
 
When this EXF is called up from the BASIC BCD data collection
 
program, the number of BCD digits (two, four, or six) is taken from
 
the BASIC program into the machine language program, and the return
 
addresses are stored.  The program then waits to read the BCD data from
 
the DR11A data registers until a bit (15) is set to 5 V in the control
 
status register for the DR11A by the gate pulse from the A/D (in this
 
work, the frequency counter).  The pin assignments for the DR11A are
 
presented in table 2.
 
After reading the BCD data, each digit is individually converted
 
into an ASCII digit and stored.  This ASCII string is then converted
 
into a floating point number which is then taken back into BASIC when
 
the program control returns to the main program.  For each number
 
acquired, the BASIC program must use the EXF, then return to the main
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program.  This limits the data acquisition rate to something on the
 
order of 0.1 s.  For faster acquisition, a longer EXF program which
 
stores the data directly, then reads it back into BASIC after acquisi­
tion would be necessary.
 
BASIC Precision Plotting Routine.  From the data obtained using the
 
programs above and various equations presented previously (20) or
 
in this thesis, the parameters necessary to construct the precision
 
plots can be obtained.  This program tabulates the absorbance, RSD in
 
absorbance, and RSD squared, as calculated from the equations
 
presented in Ingle's paper (26) or this thesis.  The parameters
 
asked for are defined as follows:  K = bandwidth constant, K;  I =
 
E '/mG or E /mG; Al = 1; B = 0; F = ;  or E  + E  depending on
 r
  r 2
 
whether the lamp or lamp plus flame limited case is being plotted;
 
D1  (aot/mG)2; and G = 4 (which = 0 for the lamp and flame
 1; E
 
plots).  Al, B and D1 are dummy variables, included for other options
 
not needed in this thesis.
 
BASIC Noise Power Spectra Crunching Program.  Essentially, this program
 
allows one to average any desired number of noise power tapes dumped
 
by the SFFT program.  It is conversational, asking for the number of
 
noise spectra to be averaged and the reciprocal of the data acquisi­
tion rate (normally 0.05 seconds) at which the data was collected.  It
 
also asks for the number of characters to be skipped on the tape being
 
loaded.  This is a convenience when adding noise spectra which have
 
been dumped successively, and you do not wish to manually advance the
 
tape.  It allows the user to skip the null frames, etc., between data
 
sets.  Normally if it is the first noise power spectrum of a series
 
which were dumped on one tape, three characters are skipped, while
 
between the spectra four characters are skipped.
 
The data is read from the tapes (and later plotted) using a set
 
of external functions included in the extended 16 K BASIC.  Essentially,
 
they are a series of plotting and data reading subroutines which can
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be called from BASIC.  EXF (52) was used to read the data, and EXF
 
(10) was used to construct the plots.
 
After reading in the data from the tapes, the scaling factor
 
found at the end of each noise power spectrum is printed after an
 
"E = ".  These are usually equal to zero for our data, and serve as a
 
check on whether the tape(s) are loading correctly.
 
Three options are available in this program, and each or all
 
can be chosen.  A.plot of the noise power data (as V2/Hz versus Hz),
 
a table of the raw data, or a subroutine for summing areas under the
 
noise spectrum are selectable.
 
The plotting subroutine allows one to adjust the plots to keep
 
the data on scale, and prints out what full scale is in V2/Hz.  A scale
 
factor of one is often adequate.  The table of raw data is not usually
 
requested, except for checking the data in detail, while the area
 
summing subroutine is quite useful for determining the standard
 
deviations expected for a variety of bandpasses.  For the area summing
 
subroutine, it is necessary to input over what frequency range you
 
wish to calculate an area.  The program asks for the first and last
 
value, in frequency units, that you wish to sum, but breaks up the
 
frequency range into the first and second half.  Therefore if you were
 
interested in the entire area for a 5 Hz spectrum, you would have to
 
input 0, 2.49 Hz when asked what values to sum in the first half, and
 
2.5, 4.99 when asked what values to sum in the second half.  This is
 
necessary because of array limitations in our computer.  The area is
 
finally printed as volts.
 
The calibration for the noise spectra generated by this program
 
can be calculated from a knowledge of what full scale is in volts for
 
the A/D (1.25 V/1024 divisions for us) and for the Tektronix terminal
 
(761 divisions possible, 629 set to equal 3 x 10-3 V2/Hz for us on a
 
10 Hz noise power spectrum), and the relationship between the area under
 
the noise power spectrum and the total variance of a measurement.  They
 
should be equal, so a fudge factor, equal to 16 in our case, can be
 
calculated.  The frequency range of the noise power spectrum is also
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important, as it determines to what degree certain frequency components
 
are stacked on top of each other.  The final calibration factor
 
can be calculated from:
 
1024 div 2 X  10 Hz  1
 
x 16  333 div/V2/Hz

1.25 V  512 div  629 div
 
The calibration obtained in this manner was verified with a General
 
Radio Co. (model 1390-B) Random Noise Generator and a variable, sharp
 
cutoff, active bandpass filter (General Radio, 1952 Universal Filter).
 
In order to smooth out the plots obtained, the frequency range was
 
divided up into 64 groups of eight points each which were then averaged
 
together and plotted as a single point.  This in conjunction with the
 
averaging of three to five noise spectra gives a more reproducible and
 
representative spectrum.
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aco  NATE.  cs/27/75 
External Function for-Binkry Coded DeCimal C011ection Program
 
4343434.3.043  RJ=44.1
 
.4343430431  K1=S1
 
0000J2 R2=Z2
 
-430430433 A3=z3
 
00J004 1,14--zi4
 
30000 5 R5=A5
 
J03006 S(..1=%6­
**JUJU() 7 PC=Z7
 
4330J50
 
0300502 0344330 .4/380 34000
 
334000 .:43464.343 
034300 312002  mak/  CRU 3+,442 
034002 0124103 4143V- C403-P,i13 
334(304 011004 4.143/ CR33414 
034006 41316,7 4404- RI,  ST OR1  Store return addresses 
43430234
 
0344312 010567.110U. I-15.ST OAS
 
43002432 
3344316 10444) T rtikt2+40  Converts FPN D from BASIC 
034020. 43404367 t143V RU, OlUITS 
at (130) to binary in RO
 434301 76 
034024. 012701 1n04 #0bk
 
0342430
 
034030 005737  :TS1' 444167760
 
-167760
  '1 
034034 10077 -5 4:311--A
 
034336 005737  :TST' 4/#167760  Te.st CSR for DR11A
 
16 7760  ­
034042 100375 t3PL 4­
4334044 013.721  (1434/ 4.167764a CR1 3+  Collect BCD data 
167764
 
0343 50 013711 121j d#167774, (4-(1)
  , 
167774.
 
54,0127-02 c4;34), fitIOATA',A2
 
034200
 
034060 012733 MOV 404.11.34T44..R3
 
034206  ­
034364 1112:30 C:ri:akiti  C R2 3. riU-
Convert to ASCII string
 034366 042700 t3IC #17776U RC
 
177760.
  Store at location ADATA
 
034072 062700 A00 060 s'AU
 
003063
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034076 110023 mOVii R0. (R3)+
 
q3410U 111200 Move.  C r32)  Convert next digit
 
034102 006000 ROA AU
 
034104 006000 13ZA AU
 
034106 006000 RJR RO
 
U34110 0060U0 AIM AU
 
U34112 042700 6IC *177760,R0
 
1 77760
 
03411.6 062700 ADD #.6U,RJ
 
000060
 
hJ34122 11'0023 MOV8 RO,(1-11).1.
 
034124. 062702 ADO A*1,A2
 
000001
 
.Decrement counter and continue
 '() 34130 005367 DEC ot c.TS 
000056  Until done 
.)-34134 005367 "DEC. 
7.000062 
034140 003351 tilUT: 
;-034142 012700  MN:  ftti  - Put Coma at end of ASCII 
000054  .  :
 
O34146 410023 Natit3  RO.JcA3)+. string
 
0341-50 912701 MOV_*ADATAAR4.
 
034206
 
.0.34154 1627U6 SUB ,06.SP.
 
034160 010600 MOV
 
;034162 104406 TRAP+6  'Convert ASCII to binary
 
034164 016701 MOV/STOR1AR1  Replace return addresses
 
000026
 
'034170 016705 NOV STOR5.A5
 
:OU0024
 
Go back to BASIC
 03417.44-odu1`37 dme:t#52
 
00005'2
 
034200 UULIOOO DATA: 0)0,0
 
:034202 000000
 
:034204 '000000
 
;034206 00000 ADA-TA:  0,0,0.0 
.0342111 0000UU 
034212 U00000 
r034214 000.300,
 
034216  000000 STZA1.: U
 
U34220 000000 STOR5: U
 
034222 000000 DIGITS: "J
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APPENDIX III
 
EVALUATION PROCEDURE FOR ATOMIC EMISSION AND ATOMIC FLUORESCENCE
 
Atomic Emission
 
Only that portion of the evaluation procedure needed to obtain
 
the analyte emission flicker and shot noise will be given here.  For
 
a complete procedure see reference 43.  The optimization of the wave­
length, slit height, slit width, flame stoichiometry, and burner
 
position are assumed to be carried out previously.
 
AC Measurements. 1. With the most concentrated solution aspirating,
 
the PMT gain is adjusted to give a signal near full scale, and Eet,
 
and the PMT voltage are read.  (As for AA, n = 30 measurements

(Yet'
 
are taken of the signals in order to calculate the standard deviations.)
 
Other, less concentrated solutions of the analyte are aspirated to
 
obtain analytical signal and noise data to construct calibration and
 
experimental precision plots.
 
2.  With the blank aspirating and the PMT shutter open, n blank
 
measurements are made to obtain estimates of E  and  a

b+d  b+d'
 
Other Variables Needed. 3.  The amplification factors for the electronics,
 
G, and for the PMT, m, are evaluated as described in the AA evaluation
 
procedure.  Af, K, and a are also evaluated as previously described.
 
Calculations.  An experimental precision plot of 0E/Ee versus Ee or c
 
can be constructed from measurements of cet and  ob+d and equation
 
AIII-3.  E  is calculated from equation AIII-1 and measurements of E
 e
  et
 
and Eb  and  crE is calculated from equation AIII-2 and measurements of
 
a  and  a  Note that et is different from et measured in the AA
  et +d
. 
e
 
evaluation procedure.
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E  = E  - E  (AIII-1)
 
e  et  b+d
 
(aet2  atri.d2)1/2
 
2  1/2
 2  (AIII-3)

aE/Ee  (aet  ab+d  )  /Ee
 
A theoretical precision plot can be constructed from equations
 
In order to obtain Ee, a solution of analyte
 AIII-4 through AIII-6.
 
concentrated enough to be limited by analyte emission flicker noise
 
must be measured.  (I.e. a
e2 should be at least three times greater
 
than mGKEe.)  Analyte emission shot noise (a  )  ,  is evaluated from
 
e  q+s
 
equation AIII-7.
 
2 1/2

aE/Ee = [mGKEe +  (aeEe)2 + 2a  (AIII-4)

b+d  l/c 'e
 
2  1/2

- mGKEe] /E  (AIII-5)
 = [(ae)
  e
 
20/2
 2  (AIII-6)
 
ae  "Yet  ab+d
 
(a  )  = mGKE  (AIII-7)
 
e q+s  e
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Atomic Fluorescence
 
Most of the sources of noise important in AF have been identified
 
(42), however the existence of an analyte fluorescence flicker noise is
 
For these measurements it is
 identified here for the first time.
 
assumed that the instrumental conditions,  lamp position and current,
 
slit width and height, flame stoichiometry, and burner height have been
 
previously optimized with an analyte solution.
 
With the PMT shutter closed, Edt and adt are
 AC Measurements.  1.
 
obtained from n measurements.
 
2.  With the PMT shutter open, and a mirror positioned on the
 
burner so as to reflect the lamp light into the monochromator, n
 
measurements of the reflected signal are obtained to estimate the mean
 
The PMT voltage is measured.
 ER and its standard deviation, aR.
 
3.	  With an analyte solution aspirating, n measurements are made
 
A calibration
 to obtain the analyte signal Eft and its noise, aft.
 
curve and experimental precision plot are obtained by performing  this
 
measurement for a series of standards. The PMT voltage is measured.
 
4.  With the flame and lamp on and a blank aspirating, n
 
measurements are made to estimate (E )  and (ab +d)f.

b+d  f
 
5.  With the lamp off and a blank aspirating,  Eb+d and ab+d can
 
be obtained.
 
6.  With the lamp off and the most concentrated solution of
 
interest aspirated, Eet and aet can be obtained.
 
Other Variables Needed. As for AE and AA, m, G, of, K, and a must be
 
obtained by the methods described in the evaluation procedure for AA
 
in the main body of this thesis.
 
Calculations. An experimental precision plot (af/Ef) versus c or Ef)
 
is made from equations AIII-8 through AIII-10.
 
(AIII -8)
 
Ef  Eft  (Eb+d)f
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2  2 1/2
 
(AIII-9)

al  cift  +  ch+d)f
 
2  211/21i`r 
(AIII-10)
 
FiEf  (a b+d)f  f
 ...ft
 
A theoretical precision plot is made from equation AIII-11.
 
2._ 2  2,1/2

+
. 
gf )tf  + ae j /Ef (AIII-11)
 GrAri.s2
 
aF /Ef  [2(93+d)f2
 
(90 )  is obtained from the measurement in step 4,  (af)q  is calc­
+d f
 
ulated from equation AIII-12 and the measurements in steps 5 and 6,
 
and a  from equation AIII-13.
 
e
 
= mGKEf  (AIII-12)
 (af)q
 
a  rta  12  (ob+d)/]1/2  (AIII-13)
 =
  e  " e t'
 
is obtained from measurements in steps
 The lamp flicker factor,
 
1 and 2 and equation AIII-4.
 
2  2]1/2

= [aR - mGKER  (AIII-14)

adt
 
The g  obtained from AA measurements can be used here instead if the AF
 
1
 
measurement is carried out with the same lamp current and slit width that
 
was used for AA, though it is wise to check this assumption  before it
 
utilized.
 
Finally, the analyte fluorescence flicker factor (gf) can be
 
evaluated at a high concentration of analyte if the other noise sources
 
are not dominant from equation AIII-15 and AIII-16.
 
2  2  1/2

g = [a - mGKE - (g E  )  ] /E

f  1 f f
 f f
 
,  2  2,1/2
 
of  (aft  aet
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If analyte fluorescence flicker noise is dominant then bft
 
fEf
 
and the S/N will be equal to lAf.  Note that this condition exists
 
whenever one is at a concentration reasonably far from the detection
 
limit.  For a modern AF instrument a good portion of the analytically
 
useful region is dominated by this noise.
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APPENDIX IV
 
SELECTED EQUATIONS AND DEFINITONS FROM THE TEXT
 
2  1/2
 
a  = (T/E )((a /T)2 + a  2  ((1 - T) a /7)  )
 
ot
 r st rt
 t
 
(art)2  (ar);+s +,(ar)f
 
2)(mGir)2

(art)2  (mG)2 Kir  (E  aot2
 
aot2  (abe)2es  (ad)2q+s  (abe)f + aar2 + (ad) e2x
 
2 2  2
  (9)
 (mG)2K(id
 
a ot2  ibe)  (xmGibe)  aar  (ad)ex
 
(ast)2  (adz  (10)
 
(mG)2KirT +  1
 4" 4 + 1t 1n T)2)(mGirT )2  (mG)2Kie
 
(ast)2
 
(  (11)
 +  einGi )2  (a0t)2
 
(12)
 crA = 0.4343 aT/T
 
22
 
aA/A = ((-ir1nT)-2[Kir(1 + T-1) + (a /mGT)2 
!,21
 21
 
1/2
 
e
 
-1  2 2
 
+  2(1 +  T )(a /mG)  + F  1 (13) 
Ot  '
 
2  2  (14)

(a )  = (mG)  Ki
 
d q+s  d
 
(15)
 K = 2eAf(1 + a)
 
((1 -T  /T)2]1/2
 aA/A =  (0.4343)(Er-1)A-1[(ast/T)2 + (a 
2+ 
0 
(16)
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(17)
T  (Est  Eo )/(Ert
 
(18)
E  = E  - E
 
r  rt  ot
 
1
 E r' = E  '  - E  (19)
rt  ot
 
(aot)2]1/2
  (20) 
ar  E(art)2
 
(21) (clot1)2]1/2
 ar.  E(artp)2
 
ti = [(ar.)2 - mGKEr']1/2/E (22) 
r
 
[(ar/Ed2  (arl/E11)231/2  (23) E2  = 
(12  c22)  uar)2
  - mGKEr]/Er2  (24) 
ri_  12  12,1/2
  (25) 
ue  L"et'  `voti
 
mGKErT - (aot)2 - (ae)2]1/2

t3  [(aSt)2  (1  t2)2(Erf)2
 
(26) 
m c
 
= A  f e 1  (27)
t3  A  la'A=0.2
 
2  2 1/2
  (35) 
ad  E( d  )  (aar)
 
E = E - E  (36) 
d  dt  ar 
2  ar)2)1/2
  (37) mGKEd - (a

(ad)ex  E(adt)
 
1/2
  (38) - mGKEbe]

[(aot)2  (adt)2
  X 185 
2  2 1/2 
as  [(aar)  (all)  (39) 
* . 
Ee = E - Eot  (40) et 
2 
ge =  [(a.)2  - mGKEe]i  Ee  (41) 
E = Eot  - Edt*  (42) be 186
 
List of Variables and Synibols Used in the Equations
 
A, absorbance, dimensionless
 
a  standard deviation in absorbance measurement, dimensionless

A'
 
T, transmittance, dimensionless
 
E 
r' 
100% T or reference signal due to source radiation transmitted 
by the flame with the blank aspirating, V 
i 
r' 
reference signal photocathodic current due to transmission of 
source radiation by flame with the blank solution aspirating 
into the flame, A 
E 
s' 
analyte or sample signal due to source radiation transmitted 
by the flame with the analyte aspirating, V 
0, noise equivalent bandwidth of signal-modifier readout system,
 
-1 
s
 
t, limiting integration time, s
 
K, bandwidth constant, A
 
e, charge of an electron = 1.6 x 10-19C
 
a, secondary emission factor or the relative variance in photo­
multiplier gain due to secondary emission, dimensionless
 
(usually 0.1 < a < 0.5)
 
E  readout offset voltage, V

R'
 
a  standard deviation in readout voltage due to the readability

R'
 
(i.e., quantization noise) and noise generated in the readout
 
device, V
 
q, quantization level or smallest resolvable voltage on readout, V
 
E  offset voltage for ac amplifier-readout system, V

ar'
 
E  ', total signal with the flame off, V

rt

photomultiplier voltage used when the flame is off, V
 
E  ', total 0% T signal with the flame off, V

ot

E  total reference signal with the blank aspirating, V

rt'
 
EpmT, photomultiplier voltage used when the blank is aspirating, V
 
Edt, total dark current signal, V
 
E  total 0% T signal with the blank aspirating, V

ot'
 
E  total signal with the analyte aspirating, V

st'
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List of Variables and Symbols Used in the Equations (con't.)
 
Eet, total emission signal with the analyte aspirating and lamp
 
shutter closed, V
 
Eot *, total 0% T signal, V
 
total analyte emission signal, V

Eet*'
 
*,  total dark current signal, V

Edt

Er, reference signal, V
 
E  E  with flame off, V
 
r r
 
E  source flicker factor or the relative standard deviation of the
 
source spectral radiance over the measurement bandwidth due
 
to flicker noise, dimensionless
 
E2, flame transmission flicker factor or relative standard devia­
tion of transmission characteristics of the flame over the
 
measurement bandwidth, dimensionless
 
F3, analyte absorption flicker factor or the relative standard
 
deviation in the absorption or atomization characteristics of
 
the analyte, dimensionless
 
E *, dark current voltage, V

d

Ee*, analyte emission signal, V
 
g analyte emission flicker factor or the relative standard devia­
e'
 
tion of the analyte emission radiance viewed by the monochro­
mator over the measurement bandwidth due to flicker,
 
dimensionless
 
(ad)ex, rms excess dark current noise, V
 
x, background emission flicker factor or the relative standard
 
deviation of the background emission spectral radiance viewed
 
by the monochromator over the measurement bandwidth due to
 
flicker, dimensionless
 
aa, rms noise in current-to-voltage circuitry, V
 
background emission signal, V

Ebe*'
 
m, current gain of the photomultiplier, dimensionless
 
G, amplification factor for amplifier-readout system, V-A-1,  G
 
takes into account the response of the amplifier readout system
 
to the rms photoanodic signal and is frequency dependent
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List of Variables and Symbols Used in the Equations (con't.)
 
(a  )  rms shot noise in E , V
 
r q  r
 
(ad)ci.s, rms shot noise in Ed, V
 
(abe)q+s' rms shot noise in Ebe, V
 
(a  )  rms noise in the sample signal due to flicker noises, V
 
s  f'
 
(0e)*, rms noise in the analyte emission signal measured in the
 
AE mode, V
 
(a  ), rms noise measured in the AA mode for the analyte emission
 
e
 
signal, V
 
For each voltage signal, E, there is a corresponding standard
 
deviation denoted by a a with the identical subscript and super­
script.  A superscript prime signifies a measurement made with
 
the flame off and a superscript asterisk indicates a measurement
 
or value obtained in the emission mode.
 